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/ Want more good news? No
matter how stressful our lives

become, we still manage to have
fun with those around us. We

may have our close groups of
friends who we eat lunch with or

hang out with in the hails, but we
all managed to laugh together at
our teachers who danced in the

middle of the gym floor during the
homecoming pep rally and turn a
boring lecture into a widely known
inside joke that we will be
laughing at 25 years from now at
our class reunions. From the

soccer field to the pitcher's
mound, we have all had fun
times, running miles upon miles
with our teammates or supporting
our classmates at their games.
As you have read this, certain

memories have probably stood
out in your head, and as you can
probably realize, there's not much
bad news. The good news is we
are united together as a school
and will continue to support each
other by always remembering
The Good News.

Sincerely,
Amber Spade and Courtney

Richardson
Co-Editors-ln-Chief

Hf£c aricj ave you ever heard the
saying, "Do you want the good
news or bad news first?" Most

would ask for the good news first.

Well, first

The good news is if you're
holding this book in your hands
and reading these words, you
have survived either your first,
your last, or another year here at
Fort Campbell High School. Now,
usually, you expect to hear the
bad news. The bad news is there

is no bad news, only more good
news.

pg. 6

3 liI
/ Jared Elliott steers a remote controlled

car that was built in Engineering and
Design II.

^.

pg.34
Cady Kozal
jumps into the
air to keep the
ball out of the

goal during a
home match.

ft'

The good news is we are all in
this journey together. Whether
you're an upcoming freshman or
a graduating senior, we're all
striving toward a common goal;
preparing ourselves for the world
outside of these four white, brick
walls we call Fort Campbell.
Waking up at 6 a.m., tucking in
our shirts, finishing last minute
homework during seminar, trying
to hack into Myspace and
Facebook on the computers,
chicken nugget Tuesdays, and
pizza Wednesdays, we are doing
this together.

1
\ f

i  ●'

r
J Wirkkala practices his photography
skills by taking pictures of students in the
hallways.n«ediii«aiy<

pg. 72

a ^Activ^ Day

pg. 100

1. Thays Flores glues pictures
together for a Sociology

Dr. Gerald R. Karr Dr. Scott'G. Blackman project. 2. Shanice Roche and
Kara Morton pose while waitingN TVJo \.o<aUol^s To S0iv
for the junior meeting to start.
3. Ali Burch and Amanda Lowe
excitedly open their holder to
see if their egg survived the
fall . 4. Jessica Brayhaas-Erwin Vktakes a break from taking
pictures at open house to smile Tfor the camera. 5. Jared
McQueer and Erica Beeler
work together to draw a poster.

5. OpeningTable of Contents t'idih.
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By: Amber Spade and Taylor Duplessis

The 2009-2010 Yearbook Staff proudly dedicates this

gear’s publication to Mrs. Mary Everett.
Cheering fans, Scratch the Falcon, school spirit, and Mrs.

Everett can be found at every FCHS sporting event.Mary
She attends every game and after school activity that the
students are involved in. Sadly, however, after 25 years this
mom to all" has decided to retire.

Mrs. Everett was born in Robersonville, NC as one of
eleven children. She earned her bachelors degree at St.

Augustine College in Raleigh, North Carolina and her
masters degree at Austin Peay State University. Mrs. Everett
is married to Billy, her husband of 30 years. Together they
have three children, Billy Jr., Anitra, and Monique, and two

grandchildren, Steven Michael and Jaylen SeVen. The
Everett’s moved to..the-area when Billy was stationed at Fort
Campbell. They loved the area so much that when Billy
retired, they decided to make Clarksville their home.

Her love of rnath; her'students, and her spirituality
transcends her persona. Mrs. Everett-enjoys tennis,
gardening, traveling, andrespecially videography. During her
years at FGHS, .she has been a mat maid sponsor and the
head sponsor of the Black History Team. Under her direction
the Black History Team has won many awards and
accolades.

All of Mrs. Everett’S siblings agree that she is everyone's i

favorite. She is the most genuine person you will ever meet;
an angel sent from above. Others who know her will tell you
she goes out of her way to see how you are doing, how your
family is, how you are feeling and ask about your day. The
most important thing Mrs. Everett brings to FCHS is her
ability to brighten everyone's day.

As a teacher, she is patient, enduring, and steadfast.
She wants nothing more than to see her students succeed
and is willing to do whatever it takes to make it happen.
Xenia Castro, a senior, said, "I have had Mrs. Everett for

both geometry and discrete math. She teaches with great
detail and continues to work with you until you understand

the material. Without a doubt, she has taught me many skills
that I will use later in life and that will help me succeed in
college,

As a colleague, Coach Gammons sums up Mrs. Everett’s
time here perfectly. “It has been absolutely delightful working
with Mrs. Everett. When tj3ifl§Sfe*ape.^oing wrong, she picks

me up. When I’m h^i^S'b'ad'Cfay,..^e gives words of
encouragement. one of the m^t't^eautiful people,
inside-atTa'ouTTt^t.l have had the pleai^e knowing.”

Ahe last thing'Mr^;.-^verett will be is forgotten. Her
attitude^ warm s%ile, and comp^sionate heart are

qualiti^thai'jeyeryone at'FCHS aspi^i/o have.,.Syen if you
do npt p^b^iyknow mM. EverettrW'u will suj^'
remeVhb^,.-^e§ihg hsie«©ifie into^tfie-Duilding, asjhej^j^
with the hatit^

’ r



Sports, clubs, and pep rallys are all
significant aspects of life at FCHS,
however, student life is more than just
class, lunch, and football practice.
Senior Braxton Wallace, is involved in
AVID and JROTC at Ft. Cambell High
School, but enjoys acting down at the
Roxy in Clarksville and attends Club
Beyond, as well.
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~CAroliH5 Worfon Laci Lancaster, Jessica Medeiros
and Paige Crawford

Lindsey Horton and J Wirkkala and Kelli Smith
Olivia Cook

Trish Rogers and
Destinee Shaw

Lockard Cassity, Jenna Caraccilo
and Maggie Gayler

Robbie Sahms, Eriel Smith
and Trent Short

Whitney Jackson and
Alex Englen and
Derrious Brown

Jasmine Nickens

rnrr
J

iP-
(■ ir

II1*^4 !
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m

Kaytlyn Rosynek and
Brittany TalleyrandAli Burch and

Samantha Taylor
Kapri Evans, Tim Nikolao, Colin Balecha, Chris Allen

and T.J. Davis
Cody Robison and

Cameron Raby
Kathryn Ziegler and Darien Upshaw, Chance VonDette, John Michael Caseja,

Luke Reynolds, and TJ Tucker
Tenesha Trammell

1m

10 11
Dylan Rogers and

Caleb Stuart
Jessica Bell and Jessica

Brayhaas-Erwin
Taylor Duplessis and

Chloe NicholsonJacque Smith and
TaMeisha Rowe

Jackie Pierson and
Ashley Gibson

Courtney Richardson
and Scottie Brown

Best Friends Best FriendsI
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Ariel Dezellem pauses from her busy sketching to get her picture taken. The sketches shown above are her recent pieces of art of

Japanese women, which she enjoys drawing the most.De'Anthony Robinson spends hours making his proj'e(^$ flawless. He uses people as his inspiration and enjoys
sketching them most, as si^iSi in the pieces of art above.
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Justin Wirkkala shares his created articles of clothing that explore color and designs which most people wouldn't
his heart sculpture grabs attention because of the unique use of wire.Janice Soiedispa recreates pictures that were taken by someone else and transfers them onto a blank canvas.

Most of Janice’s art work consists of sketches and paintings, like the ones above.

The word "talented" does not even begin to describe these artists' work showcased on these two
pages. Whether it is in art classes or just recreational drawing at home these students don't take their
craft lightly. Each artist takes time sketching and re-sketching or just letting their creative juices flow

until they are satisfied. Steps and designated plans or spur of the moment thoughts about what to draw
sculpt, paint, sketch, color or even carve, brings out the originality and amazement of each piece.
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Marysa Campos used tissueNickii Hasken worked' \ \ Maria Sanchez made thisTI extremely hard to create thisstained glass creative face in paper to create a stained I

k i colorful masquerade mask glass look while creating this
teddy bear.

Fundamentals of Art to express 'n:
perfectly.herself. ^^5

f

12
Devin Hinson created more of
a dark side in this piece.

Bobby Thompson shows off the
sketch he drew from a picture of
himself.

Whitney Jackson's style is
depicted in her piece here.

ArtistsR
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The FCHS Cheer Team brought home

trophies after attending a summer camp.
Julie Lopez and Abbi Deno made many

memories racing turtles for prizes.

.

Eriel Smith basks in the sun

while on a Jeep safari in Florida. Jackie Pierson and Ashley Gibson cause
mischief while having their own Wacky Tacky

Night.
The FCHS Volleyball team taught young girls the fundamentals of volleyball.'t'i

Lindsey Horton had fun in the sun while
parasailing with her best friend at the beach.

Cori Hatley enjoyed nature's beauty by
hiking in the Appalachian Mountains.

Scott Hill marveled at some of the world's
most exotic animals at a zoo in Texas.

es Roll!1Let the Good Tiu Kierra Whitehead, Olivia Cook, Amanda
Miner, Kirsten Amorine, Casey Moffitt, and
Allie Yerkes-Klatt posed for the traditional

group picture at Girls State.

Kelso Blair chillaxin' at the pool in his
"swim gear."

Mazzie and Brittany Ellis took
advantage of their dad's R&R

time at home.By© Courtney Hichardsour
As the bell rings and school is out for the
summer, we all look forward to being free
from books, tests, and homework. Fun and
relaxation is our goal. To some, relaxing
means leisure activities like waterskiing,
golf, and bowling. To others, organized
sports is what they call fun. Summer is
also time when students take advantage of
sports camps. Emily Ward spent her
summer going to soccer practices, APSU
Soccer Camp, UK Soccer Camp and
Wrightsville Beach in North Carolina.

T.
Courtney Richardson visited Central High School,

which is the world's largest high school.F

asfi-.
Amanda Miner takes goofy pictures
with her British soccer coaches at
the annual UK Soccer Camp.

Harley Davis spends quality time with
his family by fishing in a nearby creek.

I

r  'T

Olivia Cook uses interesting perspective points
to take creative pictures in Washington D.C.

14 15

Tralisa Noblin, Alex Englen, Amber Spade dress
up and enjoy a good old fashion hoedown at a

Younglife Camp in Georgia.

Mikey Heimalt makes faces at the camera after
falling out of his raft while white water rafting.

Andrew Schonthaler makes cannonballs at the

S2S pool party.
SummeiSummer

1
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Deans There are many reasons people get
pets. Some for a companion or a friend,
others for protection, or some just simply
because they are cute. There is that
something that fills your heart with joy
when your dog meets you at the door
with sloppy, wet kisses as you arrive
home from school or when your cat
finally comes around purring. Nick
Mastrian adores his 13 year Persian Mix
cat. When asked about his cat Ambrosia,
he replied, "I think my pet is cute and I
love when she behaves, but I hate when
she gets outsided and I have to chase
her down." Whatever their reason and

Miguel

Walker Olivia >●
1

whether they have a hamster, a snake, or
a cockatoo, these kids all have one thing
in common; they all share a love of
animals.

smith

Nick
SKantinna

Allen

Rho Katie
Tiffany

Dellaro&



Through the Good
Times and the Bad

Johalbert & Carol
Guillen

Italy & Jenna
Caraccilo

Nyesha & Takia
Griffin

Joshua & Zach
Green

Mahalia, Deanna, &
Andrissa Anderson6yC Taylor Duplessis Spade

Cyle, Caitlynn,
& Cody Jay

Shannon & Betsy
Grammel

Erica & Bryan
Beeler

Shaune & Miguel
Boschulte

Keishia & Francisco
Valle

Brianna & Kaiyn
Crenshaw

Christian & Tiffany
Stimmell

Louis & Braxton
Wallace

I\
\

I

Tyler & Corey
England

Abbi & Kara & Carly
Kozal

^sylil & Janise
Soto-Gonzalez

Tyler & Tim
Nikolao

Ben & Sam

Gittings
Brady & Rileigh

Jorstad
Deno

Harman

I As’'

4!l^ ● ^ -
J '

L’’ ■ ●● Lft-—.

Mazzie & Brittney Robbie & David
Sahms

Amanda, Patrick &
Mirter

Brionna & Brian
Buckler

John Michael &
James Caseja

Adriana & Salvador
Chavez

Bryce & Kayleigh
Faulkner

Chanelle & Darien
Crank

Ellis

I*

JK -

3
●9

LLa\

18

JonErika Field &
Eriel Smith

Courtney & Michael
Richardson

Levi, Ashley &
Ethan Gibson

& Josh
^fowiec

Anthony Topps &
Rachel Rushing

Taylor & Andrew
Leidlein

Jessica & Anthony
Brayhaas-Erwin

Devin. Dempery, &
Edwin Hinson

Siblings
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Shelby Schroeder &
DeVante Woods Leicy Brown & Zarius Grant

Members of the FCHS Soccer Team and Scratch

show off their falcon pride at the game.

’TmsiiX’TrcximM
Allie Alfeld & Levi Gibson Carol Guillen & Chachi Borja

By: KaytlyH J^osynek 1

II

The captains for the game walk out to meet the
other team for the coin toss.

Jenna & Italy CaraccMo Gena Pae2 & Muhammad Shahid

fma Cciraccife'The Color Guard presents the colors before
kick off.

Brandy Ward & Tim NIkolao Tenesha Trammell & John
Michael Caseja

Band members play "Unchained Melody" numerous

times during the court announcements.

Annabeii Garcia Poi^jllf.
Treasure Dixon & T.J-. TucKerThe Corvette Club took the court winners on a ride

around the track.

Kaytlyn Rosynek & Breeon
Moreno Daisha Braswell & Antonio

Andrews

Homecoming Couit and GameHomecoming Court and Game
Ashley Gibson S Colin BalechaCrank
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Homecoming Dance Homecoming Dance
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Music plays a big part in the life of Fort Campbell

students. Whether it is listening to music, or playing
an instrument, students find thousands of ways to
escape reality with the help of music. Most students
have found comfort in music since childhood and

some students are just now finding music. Music can
be expressed through almost everything around us
whether it involves banging on the desk with your
pencils, humming to a tune on your iPod, or just
picking up an instrument and simpiy starting to play,
and letting all of your stress float away. So whether
you play in a band or make beautiful music in classes
at FCHS, don't stop feeling those good vibrations!

"Listening to music always
makes me feel good. Even
when I am sad, it puts me in
a good mood before I go to

work"

"Music is an escape from
the world. You can really
reach the highest point in

your life by just listening and
playing."

'Music is just an extra beat
to my heart. Everytime I
get behind a drum, all of
my problems just seem to

go away"

'Music is a great way to
escape from seminar,
chores, and life itself."

-Zachary Green

-Herb Tenorio -Cole Dadswell -Lydell Dyess

Outside of school, Olivia
Cook sings and performs
at local music venues.

Connor Arnold loves playing
bass to pass the time and to

fullfill his creative needs.

Allie Yerks-Klatt plays a little
sample of a song for the

Christmas concert.

Tyler England shows his love
for music through guitars,
posters, CDs, and clothes.

V  .r -i

According to Corey England, his brother, Tyler, plays a big part i
his music, as does Metallica bass player Cliff Burton.

in

"Whenever I am in

need of music, or just to
play a game, Rock
Band 2 has a great
variety of music to

choose from!"

Dee-Dee Corwin and Edwin Hinson concentrate to

harmonize perfectly and in time with their trombones.

- Cody Waychoff

Tim Place concentrates
as he practices the
saxophone for the

upcoming jazz concert.

Alex Combs warms up his fingers before jazz band
practice starts.

Cody Waychoff plays Rock Band 2 to
satisfy his musical needs.

26

MusicMusic
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Extreme ly
"Catching a shark is

not an easy task since it
takes at least two people
to pull in just a small
shark!"

I

-Justin Speakman -  ■)

Most would think of a sport as the traditional football,
baseball, soccer, wrestling, or track but who would think of
surfing or even speed cubing? Students here at FCHS take
part in numerous sports that our school does not offer. We
look at the sports we do outside of school and realize we
would definitely lose our minds if we did not have these
constructive outlets to let loose and have fun. We also use
these sports as a way to make new friends that we would not
have made if we just stuck to the sports that are offered at
our school. Playing these sports inspires us to not settle for
what is presented to us on a piece of paper. However, it
takes some research to find out what we are good at and go
out of our comfort zone to add some extra excitement to our
lives that we will always remember.
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"Horseback Riding is a lot
of fun! But it takes a lot of
concentration and balance at
the same time in order to
stay on and not fall off."

-Jourdan Lewis

Tony McDonald swings his golf
club hoping to get a hole-in-

one.

Harley Davis demonstrates his
perfect balance after catching a

wave.

"Every other day, I drive
an hour to Nashville just to
play hockey since our school
does not have a team. All it
takes is dedication."

Sophie Harman and Maggie Gayler take time
before swim practice to smile for the camera.

-Kevin Phipps

"I can solve a regular
Rubix cube in 40.4 seconds,
and with my big cube It takes
20 minutes. It's great for
traveling to away games!"

- Paul Getchell

Ethan, Levi, and Ashley Gibson vacation
during the winter to snowboard. Kevin Phipps skates around the ice rink

waiting for practice to commence.
Jourdan Lewis loves riding horses in
her free time to help release stress.

Justin Speakman reels in the big one
after a long day of fishing.

Italy Caraccilo demonstrates a heel flip
over two piles of leaves.

"Surfing is my chill time
away from football. Being
out in the water is a great
feeling to your body and
mind, but it is not as easy

as it seems."

-Harley Davis

Paul Getchell is
one of very few
students who

can solve a 7x7
cube in 20
minutes.

Thomas Mesiriak does a front wheelie
for the camera under no pressure.

Shannon Grammel shows her skills
as she skis down a hill. Extreme SportsExtreme Sports
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Good for a Laugh
You can tell a lot about what a person is feeling by just looking at their facial expressions. Snniles

express happiness, frowns express sadness. It’s "written on your face." However, when a person
squishes up their face, bugs their eyes out, or looks different than they usually do, you can't help but
laugh. From our blooper files, these funny faces can be seen throughout the halls of Fort Campbell
High and for this reason you can also hear sounds of laughter within every class. So while you're on
this page...go ahead, laugh. Allow these hilarious expressions to put a smile on your face.

3



“nif)
a) Even the people you don't talk to on a day

to day basis affect your life, whether you
realize it or not. Falcons come first is the

motto you subconsciously live by. Luke
Reynolds said that the sudden loss of Tim
Williams, who was a great friend and
always had a smile on, has taught him to
always appreciate his life.
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CDAfter four long years, the Class of
2010 is finally the top dog. The seniors
know all the tips, tricks, and tools of
the trade for Fort Campbell High
School, and while most are excited for
finally graduating, Cody Cartuscieilo
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o
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ocannot wait for prom night.
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QA/hitefisad GliOi't^es QAitfeon

Not Pictured:

Tiffany Caldwell, Erika Field, Erin Horkey, Meghan
Koester, Christopher Nugent, Jayney Pillia, Kandryss
Strahl
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Most Likely
to 3e

Oane Cook

h
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«  f-i . Most Likely to Be in the Olympics
Most Likely to Be on a Dating Show Amorine and Bryan Beeler
Derrious Brown and Destinee Shaw
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Jare-c:l Ellio'tt' *e>

P$r^ Liktc, To GroMc^^M^t Four years of hard work on English papers and math problems landed
me here at number eight. I would like to thank God for blessing me with
my intelligence and my parents for instilling me with a desire to learn.
Now I'm off to bigger and greater challenges at the University of
Kentucky in the College of Engineering.

Btj; A4er Spod&

r
Jac^ye, Pierfetno ^4-

Tnc^f&a Nbbln^3^1 A year ago if one were to ask how my senior year would
have turned out—there’s no way 1 could have predicted or
imagined I’d be where I am today. This year has brought

many ups and
r ' downs, but

t *!« M,J through it all I
have become a

fi stronger person.
If there’s one

■ thing I have
L gained from this
p year, it’s the

drive to never
A give up. I thank
those who stuck

^ by my side and
encouraged me

H to pursue my
B goal. “The
fl greater danger
B for most of us
B lies not in
B setting our aim
^ too high and

falling short; but
in setting our
aim too low, and
achieving our
mark.
-Michelangelo
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Tilt lilecomes evenj You can be whatever. Make
sure you impress those who
matter and shun the rest.
Every day I wake up to

another day gone by, nothing
but the open road and the
never ending why.” It took
late nights of studying and
hard work to get here. Top
Ten wasn’t my goal, but
aiming for my dream
rewarded me with this. I know
I am going to where I am
supposed to be. I hate
sharing a bathroom with two
brothers and daddy never let
me use his. I’m going to UK
and won’t have to share with
boys there!
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i. It's time we embark on a newaBEltitgiaie*llw J I 5

chapter of our lives. Looking
back, there have been many323t!PQEllfeE0ai

^■al9“JW33a5IIt”ai *01i
10 ii .!-L rJr^ i Influential people in my life.i’.

Mostly everything that I amli
^ today is a result Of motivation♦

M&tfiUaKn ^'tne.Ule.3
and spiritual growth I have*7 received. Looking forward) mym./M'f'. future college plans are toifiiY

TdS
'isMi'ii)9 oj®. attend Belmont University inI have a lot of memories associated with Fort Campbell High. As

many as there are of marching band bus rides, foreign language
competitions and football games, there are many memories of
stacks of homework that kept me up until three in the morning.

*■ Getting into the Top Ten has taught me one essential thing: hard
work pays off. Wherever I go from here, I’ll take that belief with
me. I will also remember those teachers who both challenged
and supported me: thank you Mrs. Greene, Mr. Hofe, and Mrs.
Fox. Congratulations Class of 2010, and good luck!
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uiP. V!' majoring ip, commercial music

with a minor in musicall# vJ business. Once incomplete myV>--/Piw ■  f bachelors, a masters wili beJJh
sought abroad, these future,q

VV / endeavors have been madeW ||f?9

M possible from the many people
In my life, ’thank you!.'Jbi
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Mahalia StubbsJacque Smith

Anderson and»Jacque
Smith are excited to finally
start their lives. Mahalla'is
anxious to get her degree and'/
find a suitable career that will
help her begin her life.

i  Alex Combs, _and.'
Jared E non

‘ Jared'Elliott reajized tf|ey had;
. to mature quicker than. they^. ;
expected and/,hpw irnportfent-

- the little details were.- Jared ■

"' says, "Procraptipatidn is.the*-
l  ■'worst’. Avdid ft at all^UrTidSi^if

'possible.’" \ . V ■■ ' ■ "
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Shanntina a
Hartrum 11ITrenf Short and

—Shanntina HOTrum-baFanced
their schpoLyrork^aa.active
social life, and leiarning the

-responsibilities of-a job during
their college entrance

preparatTon time.
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Back to
Amanda
Miner By: Kaytlyn Rosynek

Josh Courtney Troy
ichardson Turner

Chris

Sequita
Myers

Allen
Angelette
Savoris,

I

Ashley
GibsonJulie

Whitney
Jackson

JenniferLopez
Otey

Tralisa
Noblin

FranciscoBrian
Valle

1
r

Peacock Jerome
Clark

' Colin
BalechaShantinna

Hartrum
TaMeisha
Rowe i i

D.J.aCordelia

a Moon
Nick

Mastrian
Davis

Jasminef

Saunders

ColeAllie
DadswellYerkes-

Klatt Jared
\\ McQueer

Daisha
Braswell

Taylor
MonroeStephanie

Aviles

Abbi
. jn Brionna
j^UlftBuckler DenoI

Lacey i
Bullock Casey

Miller
)estinee

Robbie
Sahms

Shaw

Jacque
Smith

Jared
Elliott

Deanna

Aponte
Anderson

4

Adriana
Chavez

5?»wo

F

Shannon
Grammel Dexter

Manning

Katie "Amber
De'Anthony
Robinson Mindy

Phillips
Lindsey
Horton

AlemanSpade Senior Babies
McDonald

I



Dernous Brown

Scottie Brown and
8 ill

Whitney Jackson andCourtney Richardson
Keisey Henderson, Lindsey Horton, andJasmine Saunders

Reace Hughes

Nick Mastrian

Senior Drivers Kevin Giibert Kyra BandoyNick Harman and Tyier England Senior Drivers



With only a year left, the members of the
Class of 2011 have begun to feel a
sense of power around school and
accomplishment within themselves.
Many juniors are looking to the future,
but Scott Hill is looking to the past
wishing he could give his freshman-self
the advice to be more outgoing and have
more of a variety in his friends.

V) Connor Arnold
Erica Beeler
Jessica Bell

Kisa Billings
Justin Blackmon
Johnathon Blair
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Victoria Borja
Jessica Brayhaas Erwin
Carderal Brown
Alishia Burch

Lindsey Burgess
John Michael Caseja
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Radee Chung
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Patrick Davis
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Mazzie Ellis
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Bryce Faulkner
Reginald Flemings
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J WirkkalaBryce Faulkner
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Erica BeelerTenesha Trammelo Juniors
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r Scott Hill
Jennifer Hiller
Abdul Hines
Devin Hinson
Edwin Hinson
Sarah Hockett

^7

m
Alex Englen rJake Tlllinghast,

Jackie Walker,
and

Chelsea Judd

,/and r

Patrick Miner /

Christopher Holder
Alex Holley
Izabella James
Dakota Januchowski
Chelsea Jan/is
Rebekah Johnson

1

vWost TTcile^n+edCl CKSS Clown
-i
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K
Thays Flores

Brianna Franklin
Sarah Franklin

Annabell Garcia
Jeffrey Garner

Jonathan Gaspers-Lund

Tyrell Jones
Chelsea Judd
Kaitiyn Keenan
Toree King
Kara Kozal
Kendall Ladrillono
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Samuel Gittings
Malaki Gonzalez
Victor Gonzalez

Wesley Goodlett
Alexandrea Goodman

Lamyricle Goodwin

Y

-  'i Kelsi Lamberson
Taylor Leidlein
Jourdan Lewis
Frances Leyro
Rheann Lumbang
Christopher Lutz
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Wesley Gosney
Elizabeth Grammel
Warner Grandfield

Zachery Green
Erick Griffin

Christopher Guilbeau

Dominic Martin
Sydney Martinez
Cameron McFarland
Conar McVicker
Jessica Medeiros
Kevin Miller
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■ * I'lJohalbert Guillen
Robert Guithues

Haley Hand
Codey Harmon

Jacquelyn Harris
Shafaye Hatch T

Cori Hatley
and

Cori Hatley
Fredrick Hayes

Christopher Hearn Hottel
Shane Hempfield

Brittany Henricksen

Scott Hill
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Annabell Garcia
JuniorsJuniors and

Josh Sukel
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Tiffany Stimmel!
Justyn Streety
Jessica Struck
Caleb Stuart
Joshua Suke!
Melissa SwimmJourdan Lewis

and
Tre Powell

Treasure Dixon
and

T.J. Tucker

Joseph Tan
Samantha Taylor
Mario Thomas

Ciarra Thompson
John Thompson Jr.
Jacob Tillinghast

- /-
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I

Patrick Miner
Kara Morton
Mason Orso

Jessica Parker
Nicholas Patterson

Raven Pelfrey

Tenesha Trammell

Cameron Tripp
James Tucker

Natasha Tuncap
Jameil Turner

Darien UpshawF  ■
1* V

Deon Perry
Michael Peterson

Dakotah Pike

Kayla Pinkard
Danielle Posey
Lonnie Powell

Keishia Valle

Rebecca Vargas
Bryanna Vega
Jacqueline Walker
Clinton Wanlass
Ellesse Ward

3'

■ k

r/MY\

Jy
Melissa Ramsdell

Luke Reynolds
Britny Rhodes
Jenniffer Riley

Rachel Robbins

Celeste Roby

Miriam Weber
Don Wells

Tyler Williams
Devin Williamson

DIAndrea Wimberly
Justin Wirkkala

Shanice Roche

Nicole Rodriguez
Shawn Rodriguez

Dylan Rogers
Alan Schempp

Andrew Schonthaler

A^ost 3pi i^+ed

Nicole Rodriquez
and

Devin Hinson
ArKelli Smith

Naylil Soto-Gonzalez
Justin Speakman
Daniel Spenard

[Christian Stimmell

1

Cami McFarland a 6160
and

John Michael Caseja JuniorsJuniors



Stephen Woife
Robert Wright

Kathryn Ziegler

'Desma 3>*o\vn- C^\at^U,e., XacoHous ̂lmo»*e/ 3an\e.s -HMcisoH/

KewnetW A^cA)eil, Xkomas A'esiaHky ;Aa»*oK A^oK»‘oe^ Kimbe»*ly Palacios^

Smi+K, K»‘ystcil Smitk, SK«kie»*ci Xaylovv Cl\&i^y^cx W>*lgMKelvin

Juniors Juniors
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CM. Yarima Acevedo-Torres

Amber Aganon
DaraAnn Aguon
Paulo Ah Sam
Danasia Allen

Ayesha Anderson

Sophomore year is often overlooked but it

is definitely one to remember. You are no

longer a freshman where everything was
new and nerve-racking. Most sophomores
consider their second year in high school
better than their first round. Curtice Barrow
thinks hers is better since she is class

president, a varsity cheerleader, and she is
well known.
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Craig Boykin
Zachary Brassfield
Treyce Brock
Garrett Brown
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Rebecca Caballero
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L -T'*- Ethan Gibson
Xavier Gonzales
John Gonzalez
Stevonda Goodwin
Jacob Goulette

Nyesha Griffin

r

CO Carol Guillen
Raven Hammons

Sophie Harman
Diijon Harris
Chanta! Hart
John Hasken

CO

Bryanna Bouchard and Corey England Carol Guillen and Bobby Thompson

Michael Heimall
Pedro Hernandez
Jessica Hill
Aaron Hills

Dempery Hinson
Elisia Hudgins

Brittney Clark
Kaleb Collins

Jorge Cook
Jason Cowan

Josiah Crandell
Alexander Crawford

[
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Alexander Hudson
Tyler Hughes
Haley Hutson
Kaeley Hux
Rayven Jackson
Cyle Jay

Paige Crawford
Kalyn Crenshaw
Petra Crosgrove
Zachary Cundiff

Harley Davis
Nicholas Deans
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tAaliyah Dixon

Zachary Downey
Taylor Duplessis

Lydell Dyess
Brittany Dykes

Marylin Early

Brittany Johnson
Brady Jorstad
Anthony Kellar
Alisha Kellogg
Jasmine King
Kadian Lacey
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Brandon Ellis
Preston Ellis

Corey England
Blake Eslinger

Kayleigh Faulkner
Shaquille Ferguson

Siu«98

Sabrina French
Sharlette Funkugub

Ta'tayana Gaddy
^Margaret Gayler

Paul Getchell
V I

1i ’ll l^est (Pressed\
H66

SophomoresSophomores Joshiah Crandell and Brandy WardChachi Borja and Kiona Mosier



Rafael Nopo
Michael Nugent
Tiffany Osborne
Daiwyn Otero-Pomaies
Keera Owens
Michael Oxford
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Gina Paez

Dayana Perez-Torres
Omari Perry
Shantelle Prebola
Darius Priest

Cameron Raby

.

/ ,Maria Sanchez and PJ Ah Sam D'ara Augon and Shaune Boschulte 1
I
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Marissa Laird
Laci Lancaster
Darian LaRue

Johnathan Lastique
Cierra Laxton

Paige Lindsey

T- JoeVanni Rangel
Morgan Redmond
Jennifer Rehder
Danielle Releford
Michael Richardson
Alexander RInestine
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Lucas Lock
Cornelius Madison

Jasica Malone
Darius Martin

Darriss Martin
Cynthia Martinez

r^■I Gibran Rivera
Cody Roaderick
Anissa Robinson
Cody Robison
Brianna Rochester
Julian Rodneyi

1●*9' r ^VLatika Matthews
Denzel McCray
Aiex McDonald

Stephanie McDonald
Nicholas Merreil

Aaron Monroe

Francisco Rodriguez
Ivan Rubero Cruz
Rachel Rushing
Allison Rutledge
Gregory Sams
Maria Sanchez
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Amie Montjoy
Joseph Morano

Kiona Mosier
Kennefa Mullings
Dakota Mulliniks

Treyvon Neal
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Noah-Moses Nicanor
Chloe Nicholson

Niki Nielson
Timothy Nikolao

Jason Nolan
)-■'a/
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Italy Caraccilo and Gina PaezJenna Caraccilo and Cameron Raby
SophomoresSophomores
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Louis Wallace
Jesse Waller
Janell Walls

Brandy Ward
Natasha Warren
Jessica Webb

c/>CO
Tamarah Webb

Casey White
DeAndre’ White
Isaac White
Austin Williams
Shereece WiiliamsTim Nikolao and Kayleigh Faulkner Paul Getchell and Brittany Dykes

I '

Felix Santos
Dillon Schroeder

Muhammad Shahid

Dwayne Sherman
Shelby Shots
Allison Smith

L  Alexander Wilson

I  Cody Wilson

JP Taylor Wilson
g  Kody Wolfe
I  Channing Wortman

- ,r-'

Alyissa Smith
Jessica Smith

La'Shyra Snowden
Preston Spade

Bridgette Sparks
John Spenard

Not Pictured: Pusti Turk, Rebecca Straight, Krystal Nolin

Spencer Stevens
Kiara Streety
Justin Swails

Brittany Talleyrand
Britney Taman

Joseph Tan

Princess Tauai

Edgar Tejeda
Ryan Thomas

Tawaun Thomas

Bobby Thompson
Christopher Torruella

f
Marcus Tucker

Christopher Tuncap
Annahisa Vargas

Jorge Vera
Chance VonDette
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Gabriel Acosta
Shannon Acosta
Alexandra Alfeld

Kathren Anderson

Anthony Andrews
Caleb Andujo

Darian Archuleta

■»

As a freshman, life in high school “First
Time Round” is scary, but we have all
done it. Once schedules have been
learned, combinations memorized, and
teachers' names remembered, life gets
better. What's the best part of being a
freshman? "Meeting new people."

- Brandon Benson

. V

o
i

Christian Atkins
Marteja Bailey

Dabreon Banks
Keith Beasley

Tatianna Behn
Angela Benitez

Brandon Benson

● ●
William Berg Dewitt

Casey Boatner
Kendal Boatner

Haley Bolduc
Sacha Bontrager

Ashley Borden
Joshua Boren

4*>

o

Anthony Brayhaas Erwin
D'Leicya Brown

Jacar Brown
Shamela Brown
Brittany Burnett

David Burton
Lei'ani Calavera

o
tr

Marysa Campos
Kaitlyn Carney

James Paolo Caseja
Preston Cash

Salvador Chavez
Trevor Christie

Brittney Clark●*

Anna-Nicole Cobb
Alyssa Cochrane

Andrew Combs
Deirdre Corwin

Dorenzo Cowan
Brianna Crenshaw

Tevin Crews

o
i

Well, we didn't either, so we asked them what it is like to be a twin.

r
S«

Lauren & MichaelAllison & Lauren
Harvey

Kendal & Casey Connor & Keegan
SawyerO'KeefeBoatner

o "I'm glad to have
someone my age to

talk to."

"We are always
mistaken for one

another."

People don't think
we're twins."

"We always have
each other." Freshmen



Makayla Fuller
Stevie Furey
Lorenzo Garcia

Pedro Gelpi
Cristina Gensburger
Jordan Gibbs-Francis
Alexis Gibson

Jordan Gibson
Levi Gibson

Benjamin Gittings
Keilyann Glendenning
Brittany Gomez
Brittany Gossett
Zarius Grant

Joshua Green

Tyler Gresham
Takia Griffin
Jade Grimmer

Tyler Grimmer
Marquisha Grovner
Edward Grubb

DeQuan Cross f
Corina Cruz !

Desiree Curry
Charles Cusic ;
Sade' Daniel |

Danielle Daniels jj
Jeremiah Davis I

7

John Hall
Jordan Hamilton
Nickolas Hartson

Allison Harvey
Lauren Harvey
Kristen Hasken

Jerry Haywood

David HilemanVictoria Delk
Austin Dellarosa

Michaela Deno-Bauer |:'
Ayanna DeWese

Schyller Dieuveille
Amanda Dixon

Kelsey Drew

I

Kayla Hills
Robert Hix j

Marisa Holcombe

Michael Houp
Alexanderia Howard
Brianna Howard

Montera Duncan
Kirk Durso

Mariah Dye
Katlyn Dykes
Amanda Ellis

Brittney Ellis
Kristofer Encinas

I

Nadine Erskine

Jacqueline Espinoza
Tyler Fackelman

Christopher Faircloth .
Alisa Flores

Melissa Flynn
Darla Foreman I

As long as you are willing to change, it's not

hard being a freshman.

Gate Acosta 75
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Brandon Lieto

Christopher Lio
Jeremi Lloyd
Ronald Long
Bryan Lopez
Sean Loucks

Roshel Lumbang

Ashley Luong
Katy Maddern
Cheyanne Marlow
Myeshia Martin
Larissa Massie

Raven Mayers
Nathaniel McDaniel

Joshua McGowan
Ellen Menton

Shayne Meyers
Danielle Miller
Kevin Miller

Tyler Miller
William Mills

Alec Miner

Tyler Missita
Justice Mitchell
Jacob Montes
Janna Moore
Emilee Morse

Gabriel Mosqueda

Breanna Huff

Henry Hutcherson
Amber Hutton

Tynell lohp
Steven Irvin

Lauren Jackson
Austin Januchowski

Dakota Mulliniks
Kionte Newsome
Jennifer Nolin
Connor O’Keefe

Keegan O’Keefe
Quinten O'Neal
Joshua Orellana

Cody Jay
Denzel Jenkins

Ashley Jimenez
Bailey Johnson

Michael Johnson
Jessica Jones

Mickii Jones

Trae Jones

Rileigh Jorstad
Russell Kacher
Brandi Kendall

Jay Kling
Carly Kozal

Joseph Krebs

Jonathan Ladrillono
Cameron Lawrence
Cassandra Lawson

Noelis Lebron
Andrew Leidlein

Justin Lenington
Nicholas Leonard I

.1

"Being a freshman is alright. The more
friends you have, the better."

n'
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2! f iiri Trenton Tennant

I  Xavier Thomas
j Alexis Thompson
j Kiarra Thompson
!  Jeremy Tompkins

j Marlina Torres-Rlos
Steffani Trimble

r ̂ N

i^j
Dabreon Banks

and

Kayla Hills

Cody Jaym. <r.-
andA if I J

V

Shannoni
[7 Acosta Anthony Turner

Channon Lillian
Jared Vance
Ramon Villa

Emily Ward
Ron Washington

^ Lytavia Weather

/
/J

f
/ I

>

H
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Taylor Oxford
Leonard Padernal

Dylan Peddicord
Christian Pena

Tiffany Phillips
Harold Pollard
Kierra Priest

Tori Weaver
Sarah Webb
Martin Weiser

Kyilye Whisennand
Arria Wildcat
Corion Williams

Cory Williams

t

■akT> I
y.\

i AK -
)[N i T,

\
Era1

rAustin Randolph
Mickol Rathbun  A

Cody Renz
Sophia Reyes

Brittni Ring j
Nicholas Ringle

David Sahms

ft if?"F Johnny Williams
Brenden Williamson
Hayli Wilson
Selena Wilson
Tiny Heaven Wimber
Tyler Witt
Tabatha Wood

Amm>■ tT>

%f }

T!\y /

i V4 1 \
J .1! r IL

Jonatan Salazar
Ricardo Salmon
Jarrod Sanders

Leonardo Santos
Lauren Sawyer

Michael Sawyer
Shelby Schroeder

* ^ Logan Woodhouse
J DeVante Woods

Tyler Woods
■HH Shari Zintz4^

' N I r pit 7f\\ i;

Timothy Schulte
Tanner Schwengler

Meagan Shannon
Mitchell Shannon

Conrad Shick
Cameron Siller

Drayton Simmons

Not Pictured:i

i i  Justean Anthony^ Megan Bowers, Coty Chaney, Aeciai ■'i? IjC

Funchess, Megan Mattson, Jacob Menefee, Krystal
' Nolin, Dante* Nopo, Karina Sierra, Nicholas Sizemore,

W: wc●IT

1 AVy
Andrew Tripp, and Alexander WalickeV

MSI. I 5lyl ff

mf iL ■ V..Mikayla Smith >
rM s >Janise Soto-Gonzalez r

/Jessyca Stamper ei L●}I
1Kierra Stanley ■ /S'1

Kechia Stone L 1

Caitlyn Stoner
f. i)lScott Story f-4 ,4mLJ

●*#
r 1Victoria Strobridge '

Joshua Struck \
Tomas Sullivan ^
Christian Taylor

Jacquelyn Taylor miKM If  1
i /

Freshmen
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Kimberly Butts
Assistant Principal

Jacqueline Knox
Assistant Principal Principal
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Louvenia PeavieNancy Beale Wanda Bermudez-
Garde

Mary Hunter

Ff 1
ii ̂  JijcrOMS

Kathy Duerr Patricia GreeneTracee FisherMartha Speake

Mary(Molly) O'Donnell Terry Robinson Wendy ThomasBonnie Karrigan

By Sarah Franklin

What was your response to receiving the news that you were hired at Fort
Campbeii High Schooi? What were you doing at the time?

Mrs. Drake -1 was excited about getting the job.
I had heard good things about Fort Campbell.

Ms.Ladd - I did some student teaching here in the spring time with
Mrs.Briggs. I interviewed during the summer for the job then got

hired in July. I was thrilled to death!

Mr. Jankowski -1 was happy to be joining Fort
Campbell, where I could do my part supporting
the troops.

81
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Mary Everett Amy Gammons Geneva Howard Josh McKillipMike Marciano Mark Ray Mike Reilly

tie
1

Gregory GiliisShawn Berner Joseph Ellston
Molly HulienGeary Schwartz Alysia Durham Catherine Fox

T

Patrick Ruhr Kathy WattsKesha Ladd Lillian Butler

Darilyn AllenLarNique Lunsford Phillip McCarty Anne Paxton

r ^ j"'

M

^
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Jacqueline Davis Carolyn McCulloughRaymond Gilbert Katherine HowellJackie Cameron

William TerryIris LoucksKenneth Jankowski Alicia Lazar Angeles Pagan-Nelson i>o i

" J
-- «

TV AAidic L.>i :\mf' "r

?\

Leigh Ann Embry Mary GulinJennifer Drake

Joel BrownHanna Eichhorn Donald Hofe Lydia Schoonover

Mrs.Watts- 1 had just left my house looking professional for my interview and
realized that I had locked myself out. It was May and hot. I had to go through the
window using a bucket to slither my way through the window onto the floor.
However, I got my keys! When I arrived for my interview, my hair was fiat and
my make-up was running, but I still got the job.

Faculty and Staff
Mitchell SailainArthur JonesMarco ZaccardelliScott Lowe



TV

9
Mr.Mac -1 was looking for
a full-time job teaching. I
was happy I got it. 1 still
am happy, just tired
sometimes.

Eva Smith Kathy Vaughan Michelle Gingrich Stephen Gannaway Tony Bell

1

Ir'v

Kendra Chappell Monique ElderVelma Camp Gerard Counts

Ira Green Anthony Cowan Maria Escobales Iris Navedo

Julie HensleyCharles Grim Darlene GusseRenee Fort Fyke Kay

David Presley Annemarie Walker Christie FosterRelious Baker
>

VVhat was your response to receiving the job at Fort Campbeii High Schooi?
What were you doing at the time?\

Shelia Lewis Marie NelsonVelma Meriwether Nate Moore

Mr.Gillis - I had taught for four years. The first three at a small Catholic school and one
year in a public school. 1 lost the job at the public school, so I started working in

business. I was reaily unhappy because 1 feit iike I was born to teach. So when I got
this job I was very happy!

<r^

m
Mrs.Eichhorn - i was excited but nervous because the principal does not have the
final decision. I was working at Northwest HS when I found out that I got the job
here.

Warren Perry Bertha Smith Albert Schlag Stephanie Youngblood

Mrs.Vaughan -1 was leaving my comfort zone big time! I only knew two
people here and knew everyone from where I came. It's hard to come from

somewhere where you had worked for 23 years.
Mr. Schwartz - I was on the phone for an interview
from Germany and wanted to teach in a Blue
Ribbon School.

Mrs. Samuels -1 got the call at midnight. I was in Korea visiting
my husband. I was nervous and excited about starting at the
school but I was looking forward to joining a military team.

84 85
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Joining a club is one way students at
FCHS like to have fun. Getting together
after school to watch movies and eat

pizza or competing in competitions are
just a few of the many activities that club
members participate in. Sarah Hockett
spent some of her time after school
enjoying the company of her friends at
German Club socials.
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Mr. Gilbert and FirstJasmine
Saunders

and Sequita
Myers listen

intently
during a

discussion
at a TCC

meeting.

Priority members
listen to a

presentation put
\y together by a fellow5 member.

First to Organize
Members of

Model United
Nations meet

to discuss

plans for their
upcoming trip
to Michigan.

Aldo Torres reviews
the TCC Calendar

Club meetings are where the planning happens.
Everything begins here. While meetings might not be the
most exciting aspect of clubs or the most exciting way to
spend your time after school, meetings are significant. When
clubs like TCC, which is known for their help within the
community, collect cat and dog
food for the local shelter, or when
the black history team prepares
for Black History month, these
things could not happen without
the organization and planning
that is brought together at a
meeting. Most clubs here at
FCHS consist of a president,
vice-president, secretary,
treasurer, and historian.
Collectively the officers and the
members of the club work to

accomplish a common goal.
Olivia Cook says she enjoys the
responsibilities that come with
being the President of First
Priority and a member of
numerous other clubs because, it
keeps her busy and she enjoys
the thought of helping other
people who are in need.

By: Jackie Pier

National Honor Society
members vote on a change in
the price of Crush cans during

a meeting.

during a meeting to
see when he will be

able to help out.

Allison Harvey listens to the lesson at a First
Priority meeting.

lison

Maggie Gayler, the
President of FEA, prepares
to talk with club members.

Cynthia Martniez, Celeste Roby, and
Sydney Martinez listen to the event choices

they can volunteer for in TCC.

Emily Ward and
Destines Curry

contemplate which
movie to vote for to
watch at the next

FEA social.

Joseph Bodiford,
Jonathan Borowiec,
and Cameron Siller

work on a project in
Computer Club.

Betsy Grammel is
one of many

members who are
involved in National

Honor Society.

Julie Lopez and Tamarah
Webb look over the

poinsettia fundraiser
order form during a TCC

meeting.

(

I Makayla Fuller and Olivia Cook listen closely at an FEA
meeting about the criteria for Teacher Shadow Day.i. 4

I Mrs. Cameron helps
Kelli Smith on a

computer animation
project in Computer

Club.

Mahalia Stubbs-'
Anderson and Carol
Guillen listen at a
Spanish Club

meeting.

Aldrin Evangelista
volunteers to sell

Crush Cans during
the week of

Valentine's Day.

Justin Speakman
prepares his

presentation for a
First Priority
meeting

88
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Aldrin EvangelistaDeirdre
Corwin and

Corey
England help

Mr. Hofe

inspect
oranges for
the band's

annual fresh
fruit sale.

3e\\\v\a w
does what he can to

support Student
Council by showing
off his singing
abilities at the talent

Good
show.$

ki

Fundraising helps clubs flourish by giving them the
opportunity to do things like send their message out, going on
trips, and helping other people and organizations. Clubs
fundraise in a number of ways. TCC raised money by selling
baked goods to teachers, while MUN sold snacks to students
before their after school activities. Many clubs sell festive
candy grams for the holidays. Scratch the Surface sold
reindeer candy canes in December,
NHS sold Orange Crush in
February, and FEA sold St.
Patrick's Day Skittles in March.
Some organizations were creative
and came up with more unique ways
to earn money. MUN hosting a
dodgeball tournament and
"Pie a Teacher in the Face" pep
rally, Band selling oranges at their
annual "Citrus Fruit Sale", and TCC
and German Club selling pink
bracelets and wearing pink shirts
for breast cancer awareness are

just a few examples. Fundraising is
a crucial, yet fun and creative
aspect of clubs at FCHS. By
fundraising, clubs spread their
ideas and gain support from their
peers, teachers, and the
community.

By: Taylor Duple

Kelli Smith and Tabatha

Woods prepare to run
through a dress rehearsal
for Drama Club's play.

Scratch the
Surface raises

money by
selling candy

cane grams for
the holidays.

JROTC supports the
troops by accepting
donations for care

packages in spirit of
the holidays.

Samuel Lampkins and Paige Crawford find out who is
compatible with them by suppporting Student Council \

and buying their Matchmaker Lists. 5o\3

ave A.  .1
1 1

ssis and Chloe Nicholson I I
I

5Tony McDonald helps
raise money for S2S by
selling concessions at
the talent show.

omeoner
MOLIP \J

ofxhcmlAJi/
\J

Cody Jay bought a
raffle ticket and

won the chance to

play dodgeball in
support of MUN.

Louis Wallace sells
concessions to

hungry students in
support of S2S.

Thays Flores treats
herself to a homemade

sweet in support of
TCC's "Death By

Chocolate" fundraiser.

Troy Turner sells Zach Green a Snickers
bar to raise money for MUN's trip to

Michigan.^  KBtrBCT

BIBFBCT
iwp“

●iiric
Bt

^●PBCt

TJameil Turner walks from
table to table during lunch,
selling Dum-Dums to help

raise money for TCC.

%' W
J.-

lEi \!
V ./

,/ii Kyle Walker purchases an Orange Crush can for someone
special while supporting the National Honor Society.

E n.1' <
I

f
Senor Terry shows

his pride in the
Spanish Club by

selling crackers for
a dollar.

Allison Harvey
sells Skittles

grams to help
raise money for

FEA.

Mr. Witte endures
a pie to the face
at MUN's pie day

pep rally.

Casey Moffit
counts the

money earned
by TCC.

9190
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rWhile visiting
an Adult Day 4

Care on De'Anthony Robinson,
a member of the Teen
Club 24/7 shows his

gratitude for the fallen
soldiers of the Gander,
Newfoundland plane
crash by placing a flag
on the ground on
Veteran's Day.

er\a Halloween,
TCC member

,v
Robbie Sahms

●
*

dressed as

Charlie Chaplin

Good and posed with

ana a resident.

Members of “it

Student
Council work

"Helping others is more than simply donating items or
offering your help, it's all about success and how to pursue it."
There is just something about helping others that literally
brings personal satisfaction to many people. Club members of
FCHS not only understand this concept, but they also
encourage others to offer a
helping hand without expecting
anything in return. Their goal is to
bring people together in the
community and promote charity.
They pursue these goals by
assisting the elderly, donating
items such as food and clothing,
and by offering service to those
who need it the most. Giving
back not only makes them
feel good about themselves, but it
also makes the person receiving
feel good and gives them a sense
of hope.

By: Keishia Valle

Student Council members

Ashley Gibson, Aldo Torres
Alex Englen, and Nick Harman
sort the collected canned foods

together to
help the

needy in a
local soup

kitchen.Julie Lopez, Chloe Nicholson, Ciarra Thompson,
Thays Flores, and Eriel Smith bring smiles to the faces

of the elderly at a local daycare center.

JROTC member Amanda

Miner, sets up the
donation box for items to

. be sent to the troops.

Brittany Hendricksen
and Zach Cundiff

collect money for
breast cancer by
encouraging students
to make a donation

to help find a cure.

Success has nothing to
do with what you gain in

life or what you
accomplish for yourself,

it‘s what you do for
others.

'-Danny Thomas

n

If

t
Nicole Rodriguez and Julianna Martinez
attend the first TCC meeting to see if

they are volunteer material.

FEA members,
Maggie Gayler and
Desiree Curry, raise
money for their club
by selling Skittles.

Spanish Club members Thays
Flores, Keishia Valle, and Amber

Hutton donated gifts for a little boy,
who they nicknamed Jesusito, of the

Little Sollder Foundation.

J Wirkkaia is "tough enough" to wear
pink while showing his support
toward breast cancer with his

homemade T-shirt.

\

F0RKI\W1PBELLFCHS students rally together and raise their
hands in support of all those whose lives mw
have been affected by breast cancer.

liaiiiiSfiMiflBBHHHIil

Competing against other schools
Is one way the Black History
Team educates others about

African Americans' past.

Jolly German Club members enjoy gift
wrapping during the holiday season to give

gifts to a needy child for Christmas.

9392
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Anthony Topps
looks to throw
the ball while

playing in the
dodge ball

game
sponsored by

MUN.

Colin Balecha, Chris

6000 Allen, Anthony Topps
and Derrious Brown
preform a stunt for the
crowd after the
seniors won the

or Activities
r dodgeball tournament.

Nick Mastrian

gets to pie
Coach Berner

in the face
when his
name was
drawn from
the raffle.

Who likes to do activities? If you're one person that
likes to have a good time, then you should get into some
type of club. Clubs at FCHS are always doing something
new and exciting! Whether it's going to the Adult Day
Care Center with TCC, wrapping presents with German
Club, having movie night with FEA, or S2S showing the
new kids the ropes around school, r
there is a club for everyone.
Getting involved in activities is
always a great thing. It's an
awesome way to make friends
and have an amazing time.
Clubs get students involved
in school more than anything.
Clubs are often what make

school worth looking forward to
everyday. Clubs and activities
are not just in school, but all
around you, like Club Beyond for
example. This club brings kids
together outside school. So what
are you waiting for? Join an
activity or club today!

By: Sarah

Members of German club

look to devour pizza
during a party.

Neil Flores plays a
game at a S2S
sponsored orientation.

Dressed up for Halloween members of TCC go to the
Adult Day Care Center. While at the Adult Day Care

Center members posed for a picture.

Franklin

Brian Peacock wraps a
present for the German
Club sponsored Angel
Tree recipient.

Michaela Deno,
Allison Harvey,

and Taylor Wilson
wear their yellow
and red shirts for

Love and

A TCC member

poses with a
resident while at

the Adult Day
Care Center

Sarah Bowers

gives a speech at
the Wings of Love
event sponsored

by TCC.

Mrs. Greene laughs after being pied in the
face to help raise money for MUN.

Tim Schulte sits at Club

Beyond while talking to
some friends about what's

going on in life.
Friendship Day.

at-'
/>■/

I

Tim Place givesBraxton Wallace
gives a speech

while running for
senior class
treasurer.

Tim Nikolao fearsStudents getting a
bite to eat at an

S2S get together.
a thumbs up afterthe Grim Reaper

during NHS Drug
Week.

94
helping the

seniors win the Club ActivitiesClub Activities
dodge ball game.



Good
Good

f
Corey England
shreds on the guitar
during his solo
performance.

Aaron Monroe

sings All 4
One's "I
Swear,"

hoping to win
Best Solo

Performance.

I 5

mee1/
Members ofThat One

Band, Alex Combs
and Herb Tenorio,
introduce themselves

before beginning their
first song.

James Caseja
and Devin

Hinson rock
the crowd with

a dance

performance.

One organization that is all about giving back to the
students and improving the school is Student Council.
Student Council is responsible for organizing all activities that
involve the school, outside of the class room. Behind the
scenes, members of Student Council plan, debate, and vote
on what they think will provide
the most fun for the student

body; whether it’s pep rallies or
dances. Student Council is
involved.

Fort Campbell High School is
filled to the brim with variety
amongst its students. Within this
variety comes extreme, unknown
talent. This year Student Council
held the traditional talent show.
There were a total of twelve acts

that included solo performances,
band performances, and even an
ROTC exibition routine. This

year's winners were for solo
performance, Aldrin Evanglista
and for group performance, "That
Other Band." Congratulations to
the winners and thank you
Student Council for providing the
school with a night of fun and
entertainment.

By: Kevin P

That One Band rocks out

while performing "Dear
Maria, Count Me In" by All
Time Low.

C

Brian Peacock and Chris Holder put together a difficult
exibition routine that required much concentration and

absolute silence.

hipps and Amber Spade

orinne Edwards flawlessly
performs Christina
Aguilera's "I Turn to You."

\
(T

Members of Sheena Be Good set up their
equipment backstage before performing.

Contestants of the talent show anxiously await the judges'
decision, hoping their efforts were enough to bring home a

trophy.

IL.iTabby Woods gathers
her courage and sings

Taylor Swift's "Love
Story." \\

Ashley Luong, Dillon Schroeder, Nick Harman, and
Kevin Phipps put together a band and performed two

excellent songs.

Friends and family come out to
support the contestants during the

talent show.

Kaeley Hux and Bryanna Bouchard
converse during the intermission

about the performances.

97
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Student Council

By: Sarah Franklin

Executive

Student 2 Student

Seniors

Black History

Juniors

Oorm^n Club I

I

j  Freshmen

'VII

w

fpr> ^

Club OfficersClub Officers
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As the students give it their best
towards their academics, they know
that it is their determination that counts.

They continue towards the ultimate
goal of graduating. Stephen Wolfe

“‘SSSb J says, "I like working in groups and with
A hands on activities. It helps me learn
/{ better."
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l=iRST to Work Shelton Cole takes inventory for all the
parts sold at the Air Assault Auto Shop.

* 1- *

m .By: Amber Spade j  ●

Adrianna
Chavez

enjoys
maintaining
the record
books at
the MWR

on post.

Career practicum, or CP as it is referred to around
FCHS, gives students a chance to take their future career
interests and experience them first hand before actually
entering the career field after high school. Students travel
by bus to various sites around post every other day and
work with teachers or managers and become their
apprentices, so to speak. Students may decide to work
with elementary teachers and students or choose their
favorite teacher here at FCHS to get a glimpse of what we
students put them through on a daily basis and try to
discover if they have it within themselves to follow the
teaching career path. Some work with the mechanics at the
local auto repair shop and Charles Wilson and Kevin
Gilbert follow in their parents footsteps and shadow
soldiers around post to get a peek into the world of the
U.S. Army. No matter where the students of CP decide to
go, they learn the in's and out's of a certain career to help
them decide if it is one they really want to pursue.

Patricia Rogers is prepared to
go to work at the Dryer Field

House on post.

I
TaMeisha Rowe and Mindy Phillips help younger children
with following directions at Jackson Elementary School.
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Lorian Riley learns the in's and out's of our
school's main office and makes sure that the
attendance records are written in the book

correctly.

● i

Tiffany Caldwell shadows Mrs. Allen and
makes her life easier by grading papers.

Kevin Gilbert and Charles Wilson

anxiously wait for the bus to leave
that will take them to the airfield.

Caitlynn Jay is Coach Berner's
apprentice where she reviews
plays from previous games to
become a better manager.

Kyra Bandoy sets up the
hearing testing machine in
the nurse's office at Lincoln

Elementary School.

Danielle McDonald helps
young students learn basic

math skills at Lucas

Elementary School.

CLLUJf

Jonathan Borowiec works

many odd jobs at Gear to Go.

A

Robert Maseda listens to

a young child read his
new library book at Lucas
Elementary School.

Eriel Smith signs the CP log before
heading off to Ms. Ladd's room to

help her grade papers.

Whitley Montgomery properly
organizes the recently returned books

at the R.F. Sink Library.
Lacey Bullock sorts the letters

for the letter cutter while

helping out teachers at
Barkley Elementary School.

Justin Blackmon assists our school's cafeteria staff by serving
the students food during all three lunches, as well as helping

the custodians clean the commons once the students have left.
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First fo be Fit I
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Julianna
Martinez
and Eriel
Smith work

'j ^Every student at Fort Campbell has to have a
credit and a half of P.E. to graduate. Most of the
students accomplish this at the beginning of
their high school career to have some fun in
their new environment. As a student begins
P.E. they first have to change into their fitness
clothes. No matter the smell of their shorts and

shirts, students welcome an excuse to get out
of dress code. Coach Marciano. Coach
McKillip, Coach Reilly, and Coach Ray all put
fitness first. They like to push their students to
be at a great fitness level and to be happy with
themselves. FCHS offers P.E. classes for every
student who wants to let off some steam.

Exercise breaks up the daily grind for most
students and gives them an opportunity to get
into or remain in shape.

on their
back t

i,muscles.

U3

"4. -Tyler
Fackeiman
works ^ 1 *
cardio by
running
outdoors.

DeVonte' V\/imberly is one of the many students in
P.E. that runs fashionably.

i
Cody Jay always tries to get in his stretches
before each gym class to prevent injury.

This class works hard to keep up with Coach

fh® count while doing toe touches
during the class s daily warm-up routine.

As Kevin Davis runs around

the gym, while he tries to
pace himself.s i I iitffc'iririn- *

Sade’ Daniel breaks a sweat to

keep perfect form while doing wall
sits with an exercise ball.

Cami McFarland works on

strengthening her calf
muscles by jump roping
during the class circuit.

Sarah Hockett rides in the

shade to keep cool while
bike riding outdoors.

As Bianca Morrow jogs
around the gym she likes to

keep it serious.

Aldrin Evangelista sneaks
in a rest while doing

push-ups on the agility
ball during circuit training.

William Berg-Dewitt loves to jog
outside to keep his mind focused.

Craig Boykin loves long rides
on the mountain bike and

always tries to pull off some
one-handed moves.104

Robert Sanchez keeps perfect form while working on his arm
and chest muscles by doing push-ups.

DaraAnn Aguon enjoys the
circuit workout in P.E. Physical EducationPhysical Education
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Il=iR5T to be Accepted
Jerath Cherry said the worst part about
being in an AP class is the extra work
you have to do.

By: Jackie Pierson
AP World

History
students,
John
Michael

Advanced Placement, or AP, classes are classes taught
at the college level. At the end of each year, students
have the opportunity to receive college credit by taking a
rigorous exam. Some of the benefits of taking AP classes
include a competitive edge over other students in the
application process for college, a weighted grade point
average, and a more personalized teaching experience.
Here are Fort Campbell High School, there are a broad
range of AP classes offered. Recently FCHS has
implemented a new program called distance learning,
where students take online AP classes with students from

all around the world. Shannon Grammel says the best
part about taking an online class is being on her own
schedule, but the worst is not having a teacher, which
sometimes gets boring. Being an AP student comes with
many responsibilities and sacrifices. Students are held to
higher standards and are often found staying up all night
making finishing touches to their projects or doing some
last minute cramming.

Caseja
and
Corinne
Edwards
are

working
hard.

Victor Bradley uses a
microscope to examine stained
epithelial cells for AP Biology.

Brian Peacock and Shannon Grammel separate Gummi
Bears so they can graph and present their results in German.

3

Cole Dadswell says that the hardest part
about online classes is the lack of sympathy

frorh teachers who assign homework due on a
day when you do not have their class.

Shannon Grammel helps Kevin Phipps and
Aldo Torres with their AP Calculus

homework.

Mazzie Ellis writes down test hints
for the AP Literature test before

she goes to lunch.

Casey Moffitt and Meghan
Strehle prepare for an

experiment in AP Biology.

Sarah Bowers works to

complete an AP World
History test.

Dexter Manning strives to complete
his AP Calculus homework before

the deadline passes.
i

-Tralisa Noblin, in AP Biology,
looks over her notes to make

sure she is following the right
steps. i ,

Dr. Karrigan's AP English
Literature class learns

about the allegorical
meaning behind the song
"The 12 Days of
Christmas."

-it!

- "i
Oliver Ngumbi listens to Coach
Berner explain the homework
assignment in AP Government

Ariel Dezellem works on her art
project. Instead of taking a test, AP

Art students are expected to complete
a certain number of artworks and turn

their portfolio in at the end of the year.

Lockard Cassity says her favorite
part about AP Art is the freedom.
She is allowed to work at the pace
she wants and work on whatever

project she wants.

AP English Literature students show off their Guy Faux masks
in Celebration of Guy Faux Day.106

AP Classes
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D Trans ators Keishia Valle delivers a presentation
about her lifestyle in Puerto Rico, as
classmate, Kevin Tan listens intently.

By: Betsy Grammel
Nicole

Rodriguez
Two years of the same foreign language are required

at our school. Languages offered include French,
German, and Spanish. In these classes, students learn to
speak, write, and read in another language. Learning a
second language allows students more ease in
communicating in today's global environment and also
helps students improve their English grammar skills.
There is even a foreign language competition during the
year where our students can test their abilities against
those in other schools in Kentucky. If a student
particularly likes speaking a foreign language, they can
pursue a career as a translator after college. Anna Cobb
says that she enjoys how Mrs. Pagan, her French
teacher, brings in French food for the class to sample,
such as crepes, a pancake like breakfast food eaten with
jelly. These classes not only provide many opportunities
for the students in the future, they also make them aware
of the many cultural differences in this small world and
teach tolerance.

tries to
recall an
answer in

Spanish
<class.

iJ
L

Josh Baskin shows off his

Spanish project which
garnered him a 3rd place.

Members of the German choir sing their hearts out as they
perform at the annual foreign language competition. 4

r
T

J1

w:
Sophia Reyes and Mickol

Rathbun practice their poems on
the bus to the competition.

Josiah Crandell and Kara Kozal enjoy the
delicious flavors of hispanic food during their

Spanish class's food party.

Treyvon Neal and Chantal Hart pay attention
to Mr. Jankowski 's lecture about German

culture.
A

Adriane Egelhofer, Brian
Peacock, and Cori Hatley
sample Gummi Bears in

German class.

Bryce Faulkner labels his bod>
parts poster for German clasf

Danielle McDonald presents her
Olympic athlete project in

German class.

r».

!)
I.
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Dillon Schroeder tries to

decide what Spanish phrase
to write on his cast.

)

I

Emilee Morse and Jackie

Espinoza write the dialog
that they hope will win

I them a trip to the state
foreign language
competition.

Thays Flores helps to keep Mrs.
Pagan’s classroom squeaky clean
by picking up after a culture day in

Spanish class.

Warner Grandfieid. Alex
Goodman, and Brandon Bechtol
are humored by information they
found on their German project.

Annabell Garcia. Sami Taylor. Kelsi Lamberson

and Megan Grebner simulate dining in a German
restaurant.

Sabrina Sauceda and Megan
Bowers take detailed notes

during French class.
108
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o Artists Kandryss Strahl concentrates and
brings her imagination to life on her
paper.

By: J Wirkkala

Jared
McQueer
is free
hand

drawing
from a

photograph
of his

girlfriend.

The students that are involved in the FCHS Art

department thrive on the instruction given by Ms.
Eichhorn. As the students express themselves through
their art work, she continues to guide them and to keep
their creativity flowing. Art is not all about drawing but to
draw with meaning, feelings, and how the students see
the world. The different mediums that the students

express themselves include photography, oil pastels,
water paints, free hand, acrylic paint, and 3-D objects.
The 3-D objects push their mind and creativity to  a whole
new level. The students have to imagine how to create
their project as 3-D. Imagining what their next project is
challenging at times, but these talented and very creative
students always pull through. The students are there for
one another when a fellow artist is in need of help to
boost their masterpiece.

Something as simple as used
soda cans can inspire students

to create.
:
(

i
a.

Students in Studio Art use their creativity to create murals
that portray morals, such as this one that reads, "No

Fighting."

ft

1, ̂

Kristofer Encinas takes his time to go over
his work with colored pencils to make his

drawing stand out.

Kyilye Whisennand and Rachel Rushing
brainstorm ideas for their next group project.

Dusten Downey carefully
shapes his clay into a
beautiful sculpture.

Santiago Nopo uses a ruler
for more precise lines while
doing his depth perception

project.

Katie Aleman practices her free
hand drawing during class.

Diijon Harris sketches his
favorite music artist,

Ludacris.

Deon Perry takes art to a whole
new level by making a box hat.

Cierra Wright gracefully shades in one
of her favorite Anime character.

Desma Brown-Clarke rules out
measurements to make sure her

Cameron Raby is carefully
coloring in his drawing of

muscle cars.

Frances Leyro and Kelli Smith have fun showing off their
creative side while on a field trip to an art museum.

project is flawless.
110
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The yearbook staff at FCHS is quite different from what it
has been in past years. This year there were two class
periods, with one class being pre-yearbook and the other
an advanced yearbook class. The pre-yearbook class
taught students the basics of how to work a camera,
navigate the Jostens website, and made them experts at
running errands for the advanced class. Some people say
that yearbook is a piece of cake, but we know it is not!
This class is more than having to go to every sporting
event and club meeting to take pictures, or looking for
one particular student who no one can identify; in this
class students have to be outspoken, able to talk to
people they have never talked to before, make layouts for
pages, sell books and advertisements, and earn their title
of paparazzi. The yearbook staff works all year long to

make the book the best it can be and
ensure that all students have memories
of their times here at FCHS.
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/-//?s~ Second Language\

By: Betsy Gram mel

The students in ESL work dilligently towards their goal
of mastering the English language. ESL stands for
English as a Second Language. ESL students learn how
to speak English and the rules of grammar, as well as the
difference in cultures. Princess Tauai, a sophomore and
first time ESL student, says that her favorite aspects of

the class are reading and seeing her favorite teacher,
Mrs. Allen, because she makes the class fun.

While trying to get into a good college, the students
taking AVID work hard for their success. AVID stands for
Advancement Via Individual Determination AVID students

work on skills to help them succeed in college and find
other ways to solve problems. Alyissa Smith, a
sophomore and first year AVID student, says that her
favorite thing about the class is how it has taught her to
take Cornell notes and do research papers.

Tynell Ihop gets help from
Mrs. Allen on a difficult

problem.
W ^ B 6 « - .

Brittany
Talleyrand
gets help

on her

history
homework
from AVID

tutor, Troy
Turner.

Lindsey Horton and Porshia Austin take a break from the
classwork to chat about the upcoming AVID club events.

Jerome Clark accepts a reward coupon for good behavior
and finishes all his work for the week from Mrs. Allen.

Curtice Barrow racks her

brain to figure out which
classes wil l benefit her

most next year.

Lenardo Santos gets
comfortable on the floor as

he finishes typing his paper.

Princess Tauai looks up from her
computer for a minute to ask a
question about her assignment.

John Gonzalez takes notes
from Ms. Allen's lecture.

Seniors, A.J. Taylor and Troy
Turner, pose in front of the Western
Kentucky University trophy case

during an AVID trip.

Jennifer Nolin concentrates
as she works on an

assignment.

Kevin Miller and Coci.

Wilson enjoy an AVir
pizza party.

.■ T r

T.J.Tucker explains his
method of solving a difficult

math problem.

i

Alyissa Smith thinks about
what to write as she fills out
what classes she plans to

take next year.

The AVID seniors take a trip to Western Kentucky UniversiU
see what the college has to offer.

Jenaro Gonzalez concentrates on aAshley Jimenez reads through her
vocabulary list in preparation for the next

test.

Dayana Perez shifts her
worksheet that is due at the end of the attention away from her

paper to listen to what
her teacher says.

class period.AVID ESL



/-//?sr to Report
Mrs. Fisher helps Samantha
Taylor get her creative juices
flowing for her next editorial.

f

●  /

-rV' 4By: Scottie Brown

Whether they are first to report on the scene with a
video camera or typing up the story a few days later, the
students of Blue Review and Journalism are always first
to report. Although it is her first year in Journalism,
Senior Caitlynn Jay describes the school newspaper,
"Scratch the Surface," as a way to get information out to
the students and teachers while breaking up the
repetitive routine of just watching everything. A returner
to the Blue Review staff, Olivia Cook describes the class
as a way to relax and express her creativity through her
music videos, public service announcements, and her
movie trailers. When she edits the show, she hopes to

make sure everything is perfect so she does not
disappoint those who watch the show during seminar.
Whether you watch it or read it, these information savvy
students make sure their viewers and subscribers are

up to date on what is going on around the school.

Caitlynn
Jay looks
up the
horoscopes
for the next
edition of
"Scratch

I<

the
Surface'

Olivia Cook works on editing a
segment for the upcoming Blue

Review episode.

The Blue Review cast shows their wild and goofy side while
they take time out of their busy schedules of preparing the

next show to take a group photo.

II I
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Tenesha Trammell and Breeon

Moreno work together to edit film
from one of the last football games
for the "Falcon Sports" segment.

A.J. Taylor checks the light before he begins
recording Carly Kozal for the Breast Cancer

Awareness segment.

The Journalism staff laughs at a funny picture
while doing a mock up of their next edition.

JLockard Cassity and Caitlyr
Jay run the bake sale at opt'
house in an attempt to raise

money for Journalism.

Jake Tillinghast plugs in his
fire-wire so he can upload
his recently filmed footage

for his next segment.

Amanda Miner racks her brain for an

exciting topic for the next "Scratch
the Surface."

WHI

Sam Gittings and Dillon
Schroeder ready their camera
in the hallway while waiting
for the rest of the crew to set

up for the next scene.

II
● ● .AinLn^

Coach Brown takes a

second to help his Blue
Review student, Corey

England, with a
malfunctioning computer,V

■f

Javier Rivera is caught handing
Mrs. Lunsford her seminar's

copies of the first edition of the
newspaper.

The staff prepares to hand out their
first copy of "Scratch the Surface" to

waiting students and teachers.
Even though the "Scratch the Surface" staff is busy, they take
moment to show that, not only can they write, they can take .

great picture.

Aime Montjoy helps assemble
the Christmas grams sold by
the Journalism staff to help

them raise money.
116
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l-iRSTTo Experiment
Jessica Hill has fun digging through dirt
trying to grab the worm to examine its

movements.
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By: Kevin Phipps Trent
Short,
Megan
Ryan, and
Victor
Gonzalez
all show
off their
proud work
they did on
their eggs
they are
going to
smash.

N  ●

At Fort Campbell High School the laboratory is a place of
science. The knowledge that leaves the room is
unbelieveably great. Students may doze off in class while
taking notes but they are all wide awake and energetic
while partaking in a lab. The labs range from blowing
bubbles, to making rockets, building molecules, to
smashing eggs. The science department does not lack
any enthusiasm or creativity in labs. With the amazing
creativity that our teachers and students possess, it is not
hard to have fun, educational labs. The labs are designed
to intrigue the minds of students and help them enjoy
learning by involving hands on activities to break the
routine of just reading a textbook or taking notes in class.

Janell Walls takes her turn to
examine the molecules under

the microscope.

Keith Beasley admires his bubble making skills while trying
to keep his hands clean at the same time.

1
\
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Fred Hayes likes to take
charge while experimenting

because he proclaims himself
as a self-taught scientist.

Precious Tauai takes detailed notes on how
to examine and split atoms.

Ashley Luong enjoys a nice relaxing day of
Chemistry while she sits back constructing

molecules.iJ/ .1 i>
s/: -

ChrisTuncap likes to smile at
the molecules he examines.

The Tools Of Science
Knowledge

Mitchell Shannon constructs a
bottle rocket as his partner Nick

Leonard sits back.

Janise Soto-Gonzalez likes to
spend her spare time in class

examining organisims.

Tanner Schwengler
brings his bubble blowing
experience to school to

show off his mad skills in
science class.

'■*

Malaki Gonzalez sits back and
examines the atoms with his naked eye
while partner Jonathan Gaspers Lund

prefers the microscope.

Emily Ward likes to focus while
checking out intense atoms.Jasica Malone-Elliot always

has fun when she gets the
opportunity to participate in
the building of molecules.

Kellsy Christensen tests her skills as she measures tiny
bubbles with a big ruler.118
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o Entertainers Kirsten Amorine shows her talent not

only at the piano but as a basketball
player for FCHS.

By: J Wirkkala W
Some
football

players,
like Kaleb
Collins,
have a
sensitive

HH besides

tackling.

The sound of the music rocks Ft. Campbell at all the
football games and concerts when students perform for
their families, friends, and fellow students. They pride
themselves for ail their hard work that it takes to be the

best. Some students play in the FCHS Marching Band;
others in concert band. The students take pride in their
muscial talents and abilities. Mr. Hofe, the band teacher

likes to have a good time and make it fun, but he also
knows when it's time to get down to business. He is
passionate for the sound of music and teaches his
students all that he knows to make them successful for the

next year or the tryouts for a college band. Students not
only participate in band, but in choir, piano, and guitar.
Many take Mrs. Schoonover's classes to learn the guitar or
piano or join the choir to show off their singing abilities.
Each of these classes practice a semester ong in
preparation for their recital for their friends an ami y.

1

The brass section plays their
hearts out while keeping the

beat.
IB *f mi-Jf.
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Bhanna Franklin shows off her
Mrs. Schoonove

*

»' ■

E.J. Hinson and Tyler Woods work together
to keep the band in steady rhythm.

Christian Stimmell and Preston Cash showing
off their guitar skills to the FCHS crowd.

Andrissa Aponte-Anderson plays
the piano and feels the music

through her body.

Amanda Ellis and Omari
Perry are practicing
duet for the I

recital.

on a
LJpcoming

Keefe concentrates to
^is solo for the final
concert.

O'Keegan
perfect

and

practice°'toq °'?y Piobinsor
^°gether for their

n

re
next

cital.

Joseph Bodiford performs his
guitar solo on stage in front of

his peers and family
members.

The concert band windwood

section practices in class before
a big concert.

r^^archingThe
reaby

hoping

FCHS Choir shows off their pipes
during practice so recital.

Lacey Bullock is getting jiggy with it
by playing with heart and soul.

to restart again,

they get il riglifflie
nexi liffJe around.

urms
time. audience at Christmas



o Students Mr. Witte puts the "pal" in "principal" and
gives Tori Weaver help on an assignment.

Betsy Gramiiiel

Melissa

Flynn takes
a break
after

finishing a
long
assignment
in English
class.

According to dictionary.com, a classroom is defined
as "any place where one learns or gains experience." By
this definition, there are many classrooms, both inside the
school and outside of it. Inside of the school, they range
from the library to the office to seminar rooms and
science labs. They may have four walls and a blackboard,
or merely a hallway populated with those few random
students. Lessons learned in a classroom may be the
traditional three R's, Reading, Riting and Rithmatic, or
they could be a fine art or computer class. Outside of the
school building, the classroom could be anything from the
football field to the pitcher's mound. Either way, students
at FCHS have learned skills and gained knowledge that
has helped them prepare for college and the vicious world
outside of the gates of Fort Campbell High.

Brandon Lieto gets ready to
start his new math lesson for

the day.

Muhammad Shahid and Marcus Tucker work hard on their

notes in AVID that will help them pass their next test.

i'Jm’●€
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UTS Sydney Martinez uses all her
resources to figure out a
difficult math problem.

Joseph Krebs joins in an intense
conversation that was struck up in his

English class.

Trent Short works hard on constructing his
race car for physics.

r-i-'--1

Scott Story works during class to
make sure his project is perfect

before turning it in.

Freshmen biology students
study for their test in the
library during seminar.

Kayla Hills contemplates a
prose her drama teacher

gave her to analyze.

Paige Crawford listens as
Mrs. Schoonover gives her

tips about playing the piano.

Abdul Hines rushes to
finish his homework in
seminar.

Shelton Cole recites his essay
about MacBeth to his senior

English class.

Shakiera Taylor and Jenniffer Riley
take advantage of their lunch break to

do homework for their math class.Destines Shaw works
diligently on an assignment
hoping for an good grade.

Jesse Waller, JoeVanni Rangel , and Devante Woods practice
effective communication in their language arts class.

Life in the ClassroomsLife m the Classrooms



The Falcon Battalion marches in the
Veterans' Day Parade held in Hopkinsville,
Kentucky honoring those who have served
and died for our county,

\ ●

l=ii;sT to Serve
By: Amber Spade

Charlie
Cusic
uses his
strength
to pull
himself
up the
rock wall
during
class.

The JROTC room is the one place at FCHS to which
students are proud to wear a uniform. Students enter the
JROTC program with aspiring dreams of joining the
Armed Services and serving our country. The program
opens doors for students future by shaping them into
leaders that could contribute to the school, as well as the

community. Inside the classroom, Sergeant Major Jones
and Colonel Sartain teach the cadets the value of

commitment, discipline, teamwork, and respect, while
Battalion Commander Tony McDonald and Battalion
Executive Cfficer Kevin Gilbert, maintain order of the
classroom. Cutside the classroom, Drill Team
Commander Tony McDonald, Raider Team Commander
Amanda Miner, Color Guard Commander Kevin Gilbert,

and Rifle Team Commander Sydney Martinez, teach the
cadets the responsibilities of being a member of  a team,
but, most importantly, how to have fun. These teams
participate in competitions around the state in hopes of
bringing home trophies to stock the cases in the halls.

Allie Yerkes-Klatt practices
commanding her squad before
performing at a competition

held at Jamestown, Tennessee.

Amanda Miner commands the Raider Team as they lead
the battalion in the Veterans' Day Parade..

31 [ '

a
SGM Jones sternly watches Austin

Januchowski, who stands at attention while
waiting to have his uniform inspected by his

company commander.

Tony McDonald commands the
all Male Varsity Armed Squad at
Henderson County High School.

Russell Kacher, Katlyn Dykes, and Santos
Nopo stand at attention as the class practices
the proper techniques for squad and platoon

formations.

Frankie Rodriguez helps
Mickii Jones get his ribbons

placed on his uniform correctly
before taking class pictures.

Patrick Miner commands
his Color Guard Squad
during a competition.

COL Sartain briefs the class
about the day's agenda and his

expectations of the group.

Braxton Wallace is determined
to climb the rock wall that was
donated for a day as part of the

program's weekly cadet
challenge.

;/

Falcon Battalion Sergeant
Major, Luke Reynolds,
puts his leadership
qualities to use by helping
out Issac White with
physics.Nick Leonard stands at attention

during inspection as Mandi Miller
quizzes Shayne Myers over Chain of

Command questions.

Alpha Company shows off their
company motto while outside in

formation after roll call.Michael Nugent stays focused
on his studies by researching

in the library.

Chris Holder stands at attention as he prepares to lead the
platoon into the high school after another competition.

124 125
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Louis Wallace looks at yearbooks at
the Jostens plant to get ideas for new
page layouts./-/A?s“to Learn

By: Chloe Nicholson and Taylor Duplessis

Every year, each student takes seven classes chosen
from the variety of courses offered at Fort Campbell High
School. Some courses, such as advance placement
classes and government, are offered only to juniors and
seniors; however, the majority of classes are offered to all
grade levels. Teachers and students work hand in hand
to help each individual succeed and make the best grade
possible. Teachers write seminar passes, stay after
school, and even come to school early to ensure that
each student gets the help he or she needs. Though the
teachers do all they can to help, the responsibility is still
on the student. Every class challenges the student in a
different way. From the dramatic scenes performed on
stage to the orange walls of Mrs. Briggs's U.S. history
room, students create their own work and study habits
that best suits them in order to graduate and hopefully on
to college. During the many lectures and lessons given,
students and teachers form friendships that will could last
beyond high school.

a
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Erika Field follows along with
the teacher and takes notes

during class.

Christopher Hearn Hottel and Lamyricle Goodwin review
their notes in class in preparation for an open-notes quiz.

Krystal Smith gets creative while designing
her poster for Ms. Watts's class.

Ronald Long reads Tears of a Tiaer during
his free time in Mrs. Duerr's English class.

Marylin Early comes to class
during seminar to be certain she
fully understands the lesson.

Melissa Swimm waits for the

algebra lesson to sink in.

■'Js

Coach Ray helps Taylor Monroe get
caught up with his assignments

during his planning period.

Codey Harmon works
diligently on an assignment

for Coach Brown.

Wesley Gosney and Jameil
Turner work together in

humanities to analyze an
object and write a description

about it.

Vf
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Caitlyn Stoner, Michael
Peterson, Victoria Borja,

and Nadine Erskine show
their sprint for St. Patrick's

Day by dressing in all
green.

Kaleb Collins concentrates
while using his calculator to
help him solve a problem in

geometry class.

Brittany Dykes double checks to
ensure she has all of her work

completed before going to class.Karina Sierra prepares props
backstage before a dress
rehearsal in drama class.

Scott Story follows along in his Spanish book as Sehor
Terry gives a lecture about the Hispanic culture.126

Life in the ClassroomsLife in the Classrooms



Outside of school, FCHS students take part in
a variety of extra curricular activities. Those
who play sports are deemed athletes. The
name is given to these people for hours of
dedication to not only their school but their
team. From after school practices to late night
games, the player’s dedication can be tested.
By the end of the season a bond like no other
has formed as Kennefa Muilings said, “The
best part of being on a team is meeting all the
different people and becoming family.”
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The Lady Falcons Volleyball team
began a challenging season this

V''j^ year with two new coaches and the
'  ' task of replacing the positions of

I  players who either graduated or
^  ̂ moved. However, by the end of the

jn^^.'teeason, they managed to puli
^^^Kogether and make their time

worthwhile with their dedication,

long hours, and a positive attitude,
ugh often stressful, in the end everything fell

into place. From exhausting practices to intense
matches, the coaches ensured that the girls gave
110% at all times. As Coach Carter said, "Every
ball, every time!" Through thick and thin, the girls
supported each other like family. "If I ever had a
problem, I always felt like I could turn to one of the
girls for help," Kayleigh Faulkner, a varsity starter,
commented. By the end of the season the team
showed improvement, and they believe next
season will be even more successful.
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1. Naylil Soto-Gonzalez and Annabell Garcia use
teamwork to dig the ball. 2. Kapri Evans uses her strength

to spike the ball and win a point for the Lady Falcons. 3.
Brittany Talleyrand executes a perfect approach, helping
lead the Lady Falcons to a win. 4. Angely Casiano-Rivera

jumps as high as she can to spike the ball during warm-ups
before a match. 5. 2009 Lady Falcon Junior Varsity

Volleyball team. 6. Annabell Garcia starts off a home
match game by acing the opponent. 7. Carol Guillen gets
prepared to sprint to the ball in order to set up the play. 8.
The Lady Falcons perform their chant before a match to

help pump each other up. 9. After a home match, the Lady
Falcons show sportsmanship and shake their opponents
hands. 1 0. Chelsea Jarvis watches after hitting the ball to

ensure it doesn't come back over the net.1 STAT
CIIAHt
BOVf
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2009 Lady Falcon Varsity Volleyball teamg009

Coach Heather

awards Kaytlyn
Rosynek with a
bouquet of roses and
wishes her good luck
on her senior night.●f
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The Lady Falcons line up on the the court during the playing
of the National Anthem before a home match.

Volleyball Volleyball
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By: Courtney Richardson

A phrase the Lady Falcons hear a
lot on or off the field is "first to the
ball." The girls have been saying
this phrase in their sleep as many
times as Coach Raby has told them.
Every year when soccer season
Iplls around, these girls kick off their
^ip flops and lace up their cleats.
From the sweat dripping down their
faces, the horrible conditions of the
  fields, and to the times the ball has

smacked them in the face, the Lady Falcons never
let defeat phase the passion of the game. With the
dreadful hot summer practices, the timed three
mile runs, and camps, the Lady Falcons have
improved throughout the year. A team must share
the same intensity, passion for the game, laughter,
and tears, to show progression throughout the
season. Without that, there is nothing the team has
to reflect upon.

^4*

1. Mazzie Ellis dribbles down the field passing her
opponent to switch the ball across to her teammates. 2.

Alex Englen steps to the ball trying to win it from a
Christian County player. 3. Jenna Caraccilo opens her

hips to receive the ball and look up to pass to her
teammate. 4. Courtney Richardson sprints to recover the
ball from the DMA opponent. 5.The Lady Falcons huddle

before the game to discuss what needs to be done. 6.
Allie Alfeld pushes the bal l forward to the corner flag to
switch fields to another player on her team. 7. Brittany

Gomez attempts to step over the ball while tripping her
opponent and catching her balance. 8. The Lady Falcon

seniors show their spirit by doing the "High School
Musical Jump". 9. Jackie Pierson kicks the ball up field

away from a Clarksville Academy opponent. 10. Brittney
Ellis tries to cut the angle off of her opponent so a goal is

not made.

3 ^
'f

Cori Hatley heads the ball
out of the goal box to
prevent Caldwell County
from scoring a goal.

Melissa Flynn uses her body to step in front and shield the
ball.

FCHS Lady Falcon Soccer Team 2009
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By: Amber Spade

For the FCHS Boys Soccer team, soccer
season "began" last February. Working
out through the summer brought the

f  boys closer together as a team to have
fun and make awesome memories. The

boys were district and regional
V  champions this year; a feat that had not
'  happened since the early nineties.

Robby Sahms, one of six captains,
thought this season was amazing.
"Since this was my senior year I just
tried to have as much fun as possible,

^^tr^ing to make it all last. Winning districts
^Sindiregionals was just an added bonus,

rjl^^finitely miss it all and never forget a
singll moment." Through the ups and
the downs the boys soccer team did

making an unforgettable
season here at FCHS.

1. Dylan Rogers sprints to the ball during a game against
rival opponent Hopkinsville High School. 2. Aldo Torres

shoots the ball during a penalty kick, hoping to get another
goal for the Falcons. 3. Cameron Raby takes the ball away

from a Hopkins County Central opponent. 4. Blake
Esiinger tries to settle the ball before sending it up the

sides. 5. Coach Brown says the traditional prayer before
each game hoping for an injury-free victory. 6. Caleb Stuart

takes a shot during an intense warm up. 7. Dillon
Schroeder kicks the bal l down the field during the last

season game against UHA. 8. Mikey Hiemall makes
another amazing save during an away game against

Russelville, giving his opponent no hope of winning. 9.
Tony McDonald passes the ball to his teammate looking for

an assist. 10. Determined to gain control of the ball, Cru
Lillian takes off down the field attempting to score a goal.

Despite the horrible
field conditions, Cody
Robinson manages to
stay on top of his game
and help win the
regonial game.

David Sahms puts his game face on as he practices his
shooting during warm ups before a home game.
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2009 Falcon Boys' Soccer Teams
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By: Amber Spade
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Playing an instrument is one thing.
Learning and memorizing a routine and
the music is another thing. However,
when you put them both together you

get a marching band. Members of the
marching band worked extremely hard
through the ridiculous heat of the
summer and continued to show their

school spirit through the rough winter
chill. The music they performed this
year at the halftime shows was from
I'The Best Years." It was slightly more
difficult than they were used to playing,
however the Falcon Band prevailed and

performed flawless performances. Allie
Yerkes-Klatt, who is the band's field

commander said, "We had many
newcomers to the band, but we worked
hard and had lots of fun."

I

1. Alex Combs double checks his position on the field as he
plays his important trombone part in "Louis, Louis." 2. Noah

Nicanor focuses on keeping in rhythm as he performs in
the halftime show. 3. Cole Dadswell looks at the audience

in the stands as he prepares to move onto his next position
on the field. 4. Chelsea Judd prepares to play her keyboard
solo as Shantinna Hartrum gets in her opening position. 5.
The 2009 Falcon Band. 6. Not only does the band perform
at pep rallies and at football halftimes, they also performed

in the homecoming presentation. 7. Dakota Pike silently
counts to herself as she twirls her flag and prepares to

dance across the field. 8. Jessica Jones effortlessly plays
her xylophone on the sideline. 9. Before each home game,

the Falcon Band performs the National Anthem as the
JROTC Color Guard presents the colors. 10. Meghan

Strehle watches her conductor to make sure she doesn't
miss any notes.

10.
I

FORT CAMPBELL
HIGH SCHOOL ..
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Despite the freezing
temperatures, Sarah
Hockett manages to
play a flawless
performance on her
tuba.

Band director, Mr. Don Hofe, conducts while the band
performs their halftime show, "The Best Years."

1
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Miriam Weber and Alex
Combs make sure they are in
a straight line as they play.

The brass section
concentrates as they march
their difficult routine.

●Qrf 137
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By: Kaytlyn Rosynek2«r’e

H %l: The Falcons football season ended

the way the team wanted. The team
achieved the perfect season, 15-0,
md became Kentucky State
Champions for the third year in a row.
'he Falcons began conditioning

luring the winter of last school year
md continued thoughout the summer
md into the fall, where they began
heir quest to Top the Hill. The

||Falcons dominated in the annual Army
pBowl, complete with a 101st Airbourne
t Division airshow, crushed many new
[ opponents, such as Hopkinsville High,

jfand breezed their way through the
iJdistrict, regional, and state games,

^aquel Ross said, "This season was
[great. We knew what we were up
[against each game and we stayed
Hfocused. I feel we got the job done."

TI-,

t \

im'h

A  _ '' " '' 1. Captains Anthony Topps, Derrious Brown, Chris Allen,
and Darien Crank meet in the middle of the field for the coin

toss. 2. The Falcons defense sacks the Monroe County
quarterback, causing an incomplete play. 3. Maquel Ross

uses his strength to tackle an opponent to help out the
defense. 4. Quarterback Antonio Andrews completes an

amazing play as he sprints past his opponents for another
touchdown. 5. The 2009 Falcon Football Team 6. The team

runs through the banner at the annual Army Bowl against
Fort Knox, to get pumped and ready for the kickoff. 7. Darien

Crank sprints down the field and into the endzone for a
touchdown. 8. Reace Hughes takes down a Fort Knox
opponent. 9. Muhammad Shahid makes a catch and

attemps to run with the ball trying to gain another Falcon first
down. 10. Darien Upshaw and Chris Allen work together to

get another field goal to add to the Falcon's evergrowing
score. Breeon Moreno runs through a line of defenders on his way Brady Jorstad and

Anthony Topps get
ready to tackle their
opponents, hoping
for a successful
play.

to the endzone.
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The offensive line coach. Coach Lowe, talks to the linemen
about which plays they will use in the next quarter.Football Football
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By: Amber Spade
Falcon Football

about Family and
rim Williams

-The Eagle Post

This headline posted in the Eagle Post
explains who the FCHS Football team won
their third consecutive KHSAA state
championship for this season. No doubt the
sudden loss of teammate Tim Williams was
a shock to everyone, however, the Falcons
used this as their motivation throughout the

season. Starting practices in the unbearable
heat during the summer through the freezing
windy winter, the Falcons became strong and
unstoppable. Breezing their way through win
after win during the regular season, then
dominating each playoff game, the Falcons
managed to come together as a family and
make many unforgettable memories. Through
determination, tremendous amounts of hard
work, and dedication, they made history by
becoming the first high school in Kentucky to

"Senior quarterback
Antonio Andrews perhaps
summed it up best while
flanked by reporters
attempting to ask
questions. “Can I talk to
y’all after I come out of the
locker room?” he asked. “I
want to be with my family. ”

AJ. 1*
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Football State Game
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By: Jackie Pierson

^ While most sports spend a small
P  amount of time running during their
[  conditioning months, cross country

devotes their entire season doing just

j^Jthat; running. After losing more than half
J w of their runners from the previous
^ season, the team had to push

themselves harder than they ever had.
Practices varied from long seven mile
runs to miles of lunges. Bryan Beeler
said his favorite workout was the 400

meter repeats at the track. Bryan also
said the biggest obstacle the team faced
this year was the rain and the mud. 'The

courses at the majority of our meets
were in horrible condition." The Falcon's

hard work paid off when both the girls

and guys team advanced to the state

competition.

1. Scott Hill, Jake Tillinghast, and Levi Gibson push each
other at the Regional Cross Country meet. 2. Bryce

Faulkner works hard despite the extra weight of his arm
cast. 3. Kelso Blair runs through a mud pit as he makes his

way to the finish line. 4. Giving it everything he has left,
Casey White struggles to sprint the last few meters of the
race. 5. The girls sport their medals and celebrate another

win at the Twilight Run on Halloween. 6. Patrick Miner
races against the clock as he sprints to the finish line. 7.
Emily Ward is determined to not let anyone pass her as

she nears the finish. 8. Jackie Pierson works hard to keep
ahead of the pack. 9. Bryan Beeler works hard to pass

other teams as he enjoys the scenery. 10. Lockard Cassity
shows that a consistent pace is the best way to succeed in

a race.
Jake Tillinghast successfully attempts to pass other runners

at the end of the race.

'■4M Amanda Miner and
Lindsey Horton work
together, keeping each
other motivated as they
run.

m
KT i: J

The cross country squad sports their free-spirit in the team
picture. 143

Cross Country !Cross Country
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The FCHS Cheer Team worked hard
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to support both the football team and
'ATk

girls and boys basketball teams.iMP
SYS

Tryouts for football cheerleadingACK

began in April 2009 for the upcoming
ason. The cheerleaders attended a

mp over the summer to learn new
^ces and stunts to use during their

outines at games and pep rallies.
hroughout the football season the
team made locker signs and run-

1. Porshia Austin gets the crowd pumped up by leading the
squad in "What You See is What You Get." 2. Kierra

Stanley cheers along, with all her might, during the band
song and dance "Hey! Go Blue!" 3. Tenesha Trammell

smiles proudly as she performs a flawless arabesque at a
football game. 4. Bree Buckler helps get the stands filled
with Falcon pride during a home basketball game. 5. The
2009 FCHS Football Cheerleading squad. 6. Despite the

cold weather, Brittany Hendrickson has fun getting the
crowd to cheer for the football team during a playoff game
held at Austin Peay State University. 7. Performing stunts
always entertains the crowd during halftime at basketball

games. 8. The squad celebrates as Mr. Sharp announces
another Falcon first down. 9. The girls work hard to get the

football team motivated, the crowd excited, and stay
uniform during each cheer. 10. Kiona Mosier prepares to

 dismount after performing a g,^rfect s^nt.

throughs to support their football
players. When basketball season

afne the team attended both girls and
boysihome games; dancing at half-

I'nd stunting whenever a time out
I called. Porshia Austin, a senior
X says, "The season was a lot of
hftjn, and I made some amazingI

lories with the team this year.

2010 Varisty Basketball Cheerleading Team After a cheer during
a football game the
cheerleaders
perform a perfect
cradle.

nil

W
4 t

Ajfc f

mk
2010 Junior Varsity Basketball Cheerleading Team 145

CheerlearlingCheerleading
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By: Sarah Franklin

i
This year's boys' basketball team
worked tremendously hard in
every practice and it showed in
every game they played. One
thing this team has is discipline,
on and off the court. They worked
together as a team and became
pecame one huge family; they are
always looking out for each other.
The 2010-2011 season is looking
very bright after the conditioning
season this year. Junior, Shane
Hempfield, had a few words to say
about the season this year. "As a
team, we had our ups and downs,
but overall it was fun and I am

A

STATE
CHAMPS
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i 1. Antonio Andrews jumps high off the ground to get past the
defender to make the basket. 2. Darriss Martin gets tripped
while trying to beat an opponent to the ball. 3. Tre Powell tries
to cut off his opponent to regain possession of the ball. 4. T.C.
Elmore uses his height to his advantage, as he wins the tip off.
5. The 2009-2010 FCHS Basketball Team. 6. Jorge Cook
looking to pass the ball to his teammate, hoping to score. 7.
T.C. Elmore concentrates under the pressure of making his
free throws. 8. The team brings it in at the end of warmups,
trying to pump each other up for the game. 9. D.J. Davis jumps
up around three opponents, hoping to make his lay-up. 10.
Antonio Andrews shows off his dunking skills at a pep rally, and
brings the crowd on their feet.
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looking forward to a great season' V.

\ next year.

D.J. Davis and Tevin Neal trap a UHA player after coming
down the court.

T.C. Elmore shows off
his skills as he warms
up for the game against
UHA.

TRACK
19K 1

CTA*^ I
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Darien Crank passing the bail
to another team member.

Tevin Neal slaps the ball
away as the other team goes
to shoot. 147

Boys Basketball Boys Basketball
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By: Cori Hatley

When starting a season it is one thing to be a
little rusty or in need of some conditioning,V n
but rebuilding a team literally from scratch is
completely different. This was something the

l£ Lady Falcon Basketball Team definitely
full of new teammatesendured in a season

coaches, and experiences. Kendall Ladhllono
describes the best part of the season as%

/ Kstarting from a baby team and bonding until
i^t'erybody just meshed." She also said the
j^ardest part was making it through, "a long,
^ hard season" because it required a lot of

Idedication. Many players would have given
Lp, but the Lady Falcons prided themselves
by losing without defeat. They maintained the
attitude of never being defeated no matter

^ne score. From this, the coaches and
s iplayers alike are excited to continue playing
V ibasketball, slowly but surely rebuilding the
.ySiame and gaining back respect for FCHS

^*'^irls basketball.

1. Shakiera Taylor blocks an opponent so teammate,
Jenasia Daniels, has a clear shot. 2. Jenna Caraccilo
proves she is not afraid to dive for the ball and steal it

away. 3. Kalyn Crenshaw exhibits her bail handling
skills. 4. Kendall Ladhl lono dribbles and prepares to

make her next move. 5. 2009-2010 Lady Falcon
Basketball Team 6. Cori Hatley attempts to steal the
ball away from two opponents. 7. Cierra Laxton and
Deanna Aponte-Anderson work together to block a

Clarksville Academy opponent. 8. Haley Bolduc
attempts to make a pass, while Carol Guillen in the
background looks on. 9. Jenasia Daniels shows her

willpower as she pushes her way through a UHA player.
10. Angie Rangel makes a hard drive down the court

looking to score.

Shakiera Taylor jumps
to score an easy lay-up
for her team.

Kirsten Amorine starts off the game by showing her superior
jump.

The Lady Falcons listen to Coach Jankowski while
rehydrating on a short time-out.

Gifis Basketball Girls Basketball
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By: Taylor Duplessis

The FCHS Wrestling Team had many
obstacles to overcome this season. From

having a new coach to trying to cut weight,
the wrestlers had to pull together to make it
ail happen. Countless hours of conditioning

ensured that every member of the team knew
exactly what hard work was. They knew what
they had to do in order to win, and that's just
what they did. The wrestlers won the title of
regional runner-ups this year, making them

f^state qualifiers; something that has never

jAihapfsened to the Fort Campbell wrestling
i^lLteam. Sam Gittings, a two year wrestler,

u^ thl^Nseason has been one of the best
h^am rtas ever seen. "When I heard we

would be getting a new coach I was
^,g^j|S|^^cal, but once the season started

^evpranmg fell into place. What I wanted most
this season was to have fun but, to my

/surprise, I got so much more, i'll never forget
^hat we accomplished this year." Though the
Jteam faced many challenges, they managed
^o achieve great things and made memories
H  that they will never forget. ^

r

1. —●
●4^

1. Robert Wright uses his strength to turn his opponent
onto his back and pin him. 2. Nick Ringle holds his
opponent down while waiting for the referee to call the
match. 3. David Sahms helps the team to a win by using
his agility to set up the suicide cradle and pin his
opponent in the first round. 4. Tyrell Jones exposes his
opponent's back to the mat to score "back" points. 5. The
2009-2010 FCHS Wrestling Team. 6. Celeste Roby
applies techniques she has learned at practice into a
match and wins points for the team. 7. Johalbetl Guillen
works for the pin by using his strength and keeping his
opponent on his back. 8. Zach Green uses a cradle to pin
his opponent. 9. Robbie Sahms displays his skills with a
textbook sprawl, preventing his opponent from scoring a
takedown. 10. Chris Gui lbeau maneuvers his opponent
onto his back and pins him, winning points for the team.

r '9

i .yi After the Blue/Grey
o I Duals, the Falcon
' I seniors show off their

runner-up trophy.

Tyler Nikolao cross-faces his opponent and goes on to win
the match at the Brentwood High School Invitational.

“ i 3 ^
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2010 KHSAA Regional Runner-Ups

Wrestling Wrestling
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By: Taylor Dupiessis and Sarah Franklin

The FCHS Softball Team began
conditioning this season in October. After

countless hours of hard work, only 21
girls made the team and began

cing. The girls were also faced with
e challenge of having a new coach,

Fabin. However, this was not a
,c ffipr the girls. They welcomed her
o^n arms and were determined to
e this season a good one. The girls
j to improve as a team and not only
ut enjoy playing the game. Caitlynn
a senior, has high expectations for

season. 'Tm impressed with how the
eason has started and it seems like the

girls will bond even more as a team.
There has been no division among us
and we are all anxious to see how we

perform with our new coach."

I,
«■

1. Kendall Ladriilono pops up and prepares to throw the ball to
first base, hoping to gain an out. 2. Jessica Struck practices
improving her batting technique for her upcoming game. 3. Kyra
Bandoy gets in her ready position at first base to catch the ball,
while her other teammates get their practice in. 4. Jenniffer
Riley starts practice off right by doing running exercises, such
as butt kicks, to warm up her legs and avoid injury. 5. The 2009-
2010 FCHS Girl's Softball Team 6. Andrissa Aponte Anderson
listens to Coach Heather's instructions to help perfect her
batting technique and learn the complicated signals. 7. Amber
Spade looks to field a ground ball hit to second base. 8. Sarah
Franklin practices catching for the pitchers during her warm-up
routine at each practice. 9. Mahalia Stubbs-Anderson practices
making her pitching flawless during practice so that it will be
perfect during the games in the upcoming season. 10. Taylor
Leidlein successfully fields a ground ball hit hard in the infield.

Freshman Allie Alfeld tries to take the spot as varsity pitcher
by perfecting her pitching technique. The softball team

gathers together duringTT IrMM-l a practice to receive
instructions from■

Coach Heather.

Shakiera Taylor waits to field
a ground ball, if hit to third

base.

Brittany Gomez and Kendall
Ladriilono warm up by

catching for the pitchers.
SoftbfillSofiball
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By: Amber Spade

Baseball is a sport of accuracy, precision,
and teamwork. The FCHS Baseball Team

knows these important elements ail too
well. With their head coach recovering
^ from back surgery and gaining a new

riLCOXv ̂ assistant, Coach Hernandez, the team
^  has worked profoundly hard to maintain

>

’  the standards expected from them.

I/  Working through cold weather and with
new teammates, these boys have

managed to mesh together and play
excellent games. Through wins and
losses, the team still has fun making

unforgettable memories. When asked
about his thoughts about the team this

year, Mikey Heimall responded with, “We
have a really young team, but we have a
lot of talent and a lot of players who can

play anywhere you need them."

< \

I

1. Cody Jay practices his throw downs during his rigorous warm
up routine. 2. Shaune Boschulte catches a line drive and gets his
opponent out at second base. 3. Casey Miller throws a perfect
fast ball, gaining the team's third out. 4. Kelso Blair practices his
throws from third to first base. 5. Cyle Jay effortlessly strikes out
his Kenwood High School opponent. 6. Jorge Vera catches a pop
fly smacked into far, left field, getting the batter out. 7. Chachi
Borja strengthens his arm by tossing the ball around with a
teammate before a scrimmage. 8. Jared Elliott safely slides into
third base as a Clarksville Academy opponent attempts to get
him out. 9. J.D. Swails throws the ball to homeplate to prevent
the batter from advancing to the next base. 10. Jason Cowan
gets in the ready position to prepare for any ball that is hit his
way.

/

Jared Elliott concentrates on throwing the ball across
homeplate, hoping to strike out the batter.

Pedro Hernandez

makes a perfect catch
and manages to get
the runner out mid
slide.

r-

V

Koty Hix prepares to catch the
ball at first base to get the

runner out.

Antonio Andrews helps warm
up his pitcher before

beginning the next inning.
154

Baseball Baseball
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By: Keishia Valle

Another season of tennis is
under way here at FCHS. With a
new coach, Coach Keenan, and
many new players, the team
hopes to excel and meet a large
amount of goals this year and
unite as a team. Not only does
each player on the team work

^^^^extremely hard on improving their
^Htiennis techniques, but they also
^^^ope to exceed Coach Keenan's

expectations of them. When
asked about playing tennis Aldrin
Evangelista responded "I perceive
the sport of tennis as the most
intellectual sport. You are able to
manipulate where the ball lands."
Overall the tennis team this year
is looking froward to a great
season.

1. Coach Keenan gives the tennis team a quick pep talk before
practice. 2. Josiah Crandell practices how to correctly hold the
tennis racket. 3. Leaning back, Tamarah Webb prepares to make
a perfect serve across the court. 4. Brandon Bechtol quickly
returns the ball back to the opposing side hoping to gain another
point. 5. Members of the tennis team listen closely to Coach
Keenan's instructions as they prepare themselves for another
intense workout at practice. 6. Daisha Braswell focuses on
learning how to strike the ball to the correct side of her opponent's
side of the court. 7. Rileigh Jorstad works on serving the ball with
a powerful forehand, hoping to overpower her partner in a serving
drill. 8. Sabrina French and Tamarah Webb support and
encourage each other during a game of doubles against two other
teammates. 9. E.J. Hinson extends his arm to return a low serve
hit on his side of the court. 10. Aldrin Evangelista perfects his
position and positions himself in the most accurate spot to return
the ball to his opponent.

rA

Keeping her eye on the
ball, Katie Keenan
prepares to return the
ball back to her
opponent.

Using all of his upper body strength, Aldo Torres focuses on
serving a powerful ball to the opposite side of the court hoping

to win a point.

»r .1 ID
i Inr. !i IIjtl,u-n }f!' About to throw the ball in the

air, Kimberly Palacios
focuses on where she wants

the ball to go when she
serves.

Kevin Phipps concentrates
on slamming the ball onto the
opponent's side of the court.

Tennis Tentus
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By: Scottie Brown j

Do the high jump, long jump, triple jump, pole
vault, shot put, discus, 800 meters, 100 meter
dash, and even the dreaded 3200 sound
crazy to you? Not to these dedicated athletes.
While the official season does not start untill
the middle of March the team starts

conditioning the first day back from Christmas
pfeak no matter what the weather is. Too cold
outside? The team will practice in the
hallways and the common area, because as

[Coach McKillip says, "while they are at home
sleeping we are getting better." During the
season the team becomes a family; spending
countless hours on the bus, in bleachers, and
at practice. While this year the team was met
kwith the obstacle of not having a track, they

pvorked hard and as senior Anthony Topps
(declared, "it definitely wasn't cool not having a
track but it was nice not having to rush and
drive to the track everyday."

' 4.

1. Nick Deans practices hurdles after the normal track workout
is completed. 2. Brian Beeler, Cru Ullian, and Lavert Smith
laugh at something Coach Johnson said as they do side lunges
during dynamic stretch. 3. Preston Spade makes sure he does
his "knee hugs" right during warm-ups. 4. Tenesha Trammell
prepares to receive the baton for the 4x200 meter relay. 5.
Scottie Brown successfully clears the bar during pole vaulting
practice. 6. Jourdan Lewis does a practice run of the 4x400
meter relay before the next meet. 7. Reace Hughes throws the
discus at practice. 8. Cru Ullian practices clearing opening
height for high jump with the bungee cord. 9. Pedro Gelpi
shows off his Spiderman hat and gloves while doing the
"spiderman" stretch. 10. Ellen Menton uses all of her strength to
get as high as she can while doing "bounds" during warm-ups.

The FCHS Track Team listens to Coach McKillip's

announcements before practice begins, a daily routine for the Treyvon Neal practices
a "California" style
hand-off with one of
the other track team
members.

team.

Kendall Smith explodes
upwards as he throws the

shot put at practice.

Chris Holder and Cody Wilson
practice hand-offs the Friday
before a meet to be ready for

their race the next day. Track and FieldTrack and Field
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Keyon Duff
Corinne Edwards
Tacorious Elmore
Kenneth Frankliri

Tatyana Cause

Ivory Thornell
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Anthony Wade
Vemeshia Ware

Ashleigh Williams
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11th/ JaJuan Grant 11th

Whafs good about the
transition of a new
etudont?

Justean Anthony 9thAshleigh William^
How did you feel
new student in the mid
of the school year?

a
What's your list of pros and cons
about being a new student at FCHS?

Pro - New place and people
Con - Not being able to interact with
students because I don't know them.

Pro - New beginning
Con - First time living on an Army post

"Being able to moot new
pBopIo by Joining the

. toplball and track loam.

"I was nervous and
scared coming to a ne'^
school and starting

like the firstover. It was

day all over.T

New Students

k- AI
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is after a long, hectic year of numerous late night study sessions, riding the roller coaster of high grades and
low grades, hearing "tuck in your shirt, please" 10 million times, and suffering from anxiety attacks as we finish
our homework assignments five minutes before the seminar bell rings, we are still alive and kicking. Looking
back on the year, we come to realize there is still no bad news. Even as the senior class moves onto the
mysterious world of college and a slew of new freshmen move in, there is no bad news. We had fun together
while it lasted and we have this book to help us keep those precious memories fresh in our minds forever.

Sincerely,
Amber Spade and Courtney Richardson

Co-Editors-in-Chief

On behalf of the students and faculty at Fort Campbell High School, we'd like to take this
opportunity and say thank you and goodbye to our principal, Mr. Dave Witte. Thanks for all of
your effort and support that you have dedicated to the school and the people within it. You will
be missed and we hope you enjoy your time on the golf course in the many years to come.

VT^/
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Chanelle Crank
OMG I can't believe we are about to graduate. I never thought the day would come
and here we are. To my best friends FLOCKA and FREAKYDEAKY, I love you and
I am going to miss the times we spent in high school together especially our junior
year. I would like to thank all my teachers for helping. I’ve only been here 2 years
and it feels like I have been here forever. I am glad I finished my last 2 years at

FCHS. To Coach B. I will miss vou so much. You ha^i
love you like a father. To Coach McKillip, Coach Majp
Coach Lowe thanks for pushing me lo be my very best. To the underclassmen, I
hope you guys give it your all and never settle for less.

done so much for me and I
no, Coach Moore, and

Scottle Brown
After 4 LONG years, it is finally over. Courtney,  I love you and our crazy
adventures; no matter how many times we almost died, we went back for more.
Shannon, we have yet to find our old abandoned church and have a crazy rave, but
we will; slash, have you chewed your Swedish Fish lately? Jourdan, BFF soul
mate, mac and cheese Monday was the best. Eggplant and Pumkin, I love y’all!
flghipy. dste" “With who?" "Charlie...O'Charley's!" Jenna, if it's not me it's

you. Putung clothes on inside out, crazy men with baseball bats, "SHE'S GOT MY
DOOOG!“, Dinasour, "The Scottie," hitting potholes, track practice, Wednesdays,
never tying my own shoes, Zebras!, making shirts, Raby Juice, sweet tea and grits.
Diet Cokes with extra salt, "GREAT GAME GUYS!", and wajoiaififl Disney movies.

'i 'r"

P
Kaitlyn Aleman

Good luck Class of 20l|l

Chris Allen

1 had fun for the past 3 fe years.! haveJeg^ped a lot of lessonsln life. Mr. Mac!!!!!
MONDAY!!!!!! I’m going
right direction. Mrs. Stevens even though you are gone, you still had a huge impact
on my desire to do welllin school and 1 appreciate it. Coach Marciano, you taught
me so much in the garrl&^f football and helped me v/ith the opportunity to continue
my career in the sport. Ms. Ladd, you have given me some hard times in class, but
you became someone j could go to: I knew you would never judge me, and I
appreciate that v/e coufdtalk about anything.

Kirsten Amorine I

The tragedy in life is nc^ that everyone must die, but that so many don’t start living
until right before they die. Too many people waste their existence on just making a
living, rather than musfprfng up the courage to get a life. So grow...and get a life.

Antonio Andrews

i would like to thank everyone v/ho pushed me to greatness and kept me motivated
especially my boy Josh,‘Pac-Man’ Smith. I give thanks and respect to my teachers,
coaches, and mentors; ithey made me into the person I am today, “WELL
RESPECTED.” They t^ght
one person who broke me down and changed my life around was Mrs. Stevens. I
love her for that. I will riiss the Class of 2010 greatly. To the squad (Crank, Tre,
and Mac Daddy Bre) w ) jigged the whole year and had our trials and tribulations,
but we remain boys for Rfe. I never thought this year would go by this fast, but we
have had one heck of c ride. For you incoming freshmen, make sure you start off
right; your teachers exf ict only the best of you.

Deanna Aponte Ande son ji

Man, man, man! I neve thougffthis day would come so soon... To some this is

good-bye, but I hope nA forevef, and to others I hope it is bye forever, lol. Well, I
just wanted to thank thcro whoihelped me get through school and who wore
always there for me. Jc B. youfere the greatest; you always make mo smile and
laugh about the stupid luff say or do. Marcuz, you’re the only one I can light
with then talk to a minu e laf^lol, because you are so goofy. TJ, you wore always

there when I needed to talk lylsey, we can sit there and laugh and f&QQh about
nothing; you’re the coo your fish 1 said “HI.” Jenna, we played all the sports
t

«r-5

to miss everyone who influenced me and guided me in the

me the true value of hard work and dedication. The

ogether: you’re my left hand rnan. To everyone. THANKS for being there for my
senior year.

Porshia Austin

This day came quicker
start my new beginning
;) I have not gotten to til

many people. I want to Ih^hk God for protecting me through everything - the good
and the bad. To my pai Inis I love you and thanks for keeping me straight. Big Bro
Tyrone, you're still my I /bii burrito. I appreciate all the things you do__for me. Thank

you to ail the teachers. ndjcoaches that have made an impact on my life. To the
amazing friends, thank: (n- keeping me laughing, lovg you all and y’all have a place
in my heart. Cheerleadys enjoy cheering. Make memories. ;) Big shout out to my
haters: y’all helped ma
Class of 2010, we did i

Stephanie Aviles

Colin Balecha

Wow...they weren’t lyirjfi when they told me that our best and last year ol high
school would fly by so ouickly. 1 would like to thank all of my teachers tliroughout ,,
my 4 years of high school. Despite all the hard times among us, you all have taught
me how to succeed amjl become accomplished in life, and I sincerely appreciate
that. I want to thank my parents for being there beside me throughout adversity and
getting me the things I needed for every occasion. I want to thank my awesome
friends; The Thunder cats, The Wolf pack, and my other great friends outside of
that. You all have given me great memories to keep throughout my life from fire

5han^l thought. I'm not even going to lie, and I’m ready to
senior year was pretty crazy and we made memories.

fe®int in my life without guidance and direction from so

e who I am today. Goodby^FCHS! Congratulation to

■^rtinguisher wars, camping at the high school, shooting BB gun^ and the list goes
on. 1 couldn’t ask fo r anything better. 1 hope to see you all in the future if we have a
high school reunion or something. Let’s all live our dreams, stay in touch, and don’t
fo rget...“IT’S NOT THE GOING; IT’S THE COMING!"

Kyra Bandoy
Oh my word...FCHS. I am pretty bummed out to be leaving, but I guess it’s what rm
supposed to do. My 3 years at FCHS have been pretty great. I want to thank all my
teachers: especially the one's who truly cared. I wouldn't be here without you all. ^
You crazy people I call my friends. Justin Swails, Treyce Brock, and Harley Davis
I'll miss you guys too. Abbi, Chanelle, Destinee, Mahaiia (Management ’09) you
guys made my football season worth it. i want to thank Casey Miller for making
these last 3 years of my life the best 3 years I've ever had. You weren't just my
boyfriend, you were my best friend. I don't think anybody can understand how much
I truly care for you. I'm so happy I met you. I love you.

Bryan Beeler

Joseph Bodiford

Jonathan Borowlec
Farewell to you peeps, who I knew and didn't know. I know some of you will cry at
my departure but don't worry I won't bo l?ack. Cheerio, you are

Miguel Boschulte
To all my teachers throughout my high school career. I thank you ell fo r putting your
time and effort into helping me succeed. To my long lasting friends, for being there
for me when times got tough and helping me stick it out until the end. The
memories we fo rged in high school will last a lifetime. Singing Mayday Parade
songs in physics, going to MTAC, watching band practice, hanging out, driving
around - things we did together, memories that I will hold close to me. You guys are
my family. Keep in contact; I will visit often. It's only high schooll^et's finish our
lifetime and make it wonderful. “With futures intertwined so tight.^ith a love bound
so strong...nothing can tear us apart...Nothing..."

Victor Bradley
How this school has changed me: I'll never look at polo shirts the same way again,
The lesson learned here that will most impact my life: Inevitably^ere is a limit to
the amount of order that one can impose without becoming tyr^nical. What has
amazed me most: How many people there are who know I
little they seem to care. The sum of my experience expressed iri’a dead tongue:
veni vidi vici (I came. I saw, I conquered) or cogito ergo sum (I Shink, therefore, I
am.) Proposed school motto: FCHS, a tolerable way to kill fourffiears.

1
issed.

ably little and how

Darien Crank
A lot has been accomplishU^wefflie years of high school, especially the last two!
From being a Second Team All-Stater to graduating with a GPA over 3.0, this
experience has been amazing. FCHS is a great atmosphere to be in. No matter
how bad the dress code sucks and how strict the rules are, the people are caring
and are willing to do whatever necessary to get us to succeed. 1 want to give
special thanks to the Falcon Football coaching staff for always being there for me.
"You made me a better person.” I also would like to thank the Falcon teachers for
all their help and caring support. I don’t have to name names; you know who you
are! i’ll miss you guys; you all are UNFORGETTABLE!!

X'

Brionna Buckler
We finally made it. I never,fought we'd see this day, it has come so fast. Thank
you to everyone who has helped me achieve my goals. As I lookback on my high
school career and see my flaws, I don't look at them as mist^^Bput as lessons
I've had to learn the hard way. To my fellow students, hold oivffin't give up. Push!
The slruggle is almost over! To my brother, Bk, I love you, and be so different
going to school without you. And to the cheer team, you are all life my family. I love
y'alll Mrs. Gammons. I lov^ you mom! "Obstacles are put in your Way to see if we
really want lo reach our goals or if we just thought we did."-Alyssa Farmer

Karyn CrawfordLacey Bullock
We are finally at the top of our class. This year has gone by fast.jbut the times we
spent will last a lifetime. I have enjoyed the good times and the fa^d times. The
school I regret; my peers I could never forget. \Afalking at graduajjon will be a piece
of cake, but leaving my friends will be a heartbreak. 1 enjoyed my time here as hard

I tried; the times I missed school, I dared to cry. I do not want'to say goodbye, so
1 wilt say farewell until we ineet again.

Kanoelehua Camanse
I want to thank everybody at FCHS for making my first and last year a ©gKiorable
one. I want to give a special thanks to my parents, Shell and Tomas Calavera, for
giving me the push and motivation that I needed to get as far as I am now. 1 want to
thank Tiffani Caldwell for being one of the truest friends since I’ve moved here; she
picked me up when I was down. I’d also like to say I am thankful for my best friend.●
Victoria Rene Hart, for being my inspiration since the 7th grade. Even though there
is distance between us, it didn’t stop all the motivational speeches over the phone. I
would like to say I love you and thank you all for the suppolff.

Cody Cartusciello
High school was a breeze. Now comes the hard part. LIFE! I've had a lot of fun
limes at this prison. Uoyed skipping seminar. Life is either a daring adventure or

^nothing at all- 1 madenfeh school as fun as I could but it wouldn't have been fun
' wilhoul lhe friends along the way. But it's time to move on and become a billionaire,
siong. farewell. f

as

Cole Dadswell
Thanks to everyone who helped make the past 4 years some of the best, i will
definitely miss the time we spent together. It’s hard to believe that almost 4 years
have passed since i moved to FC. At the same time, though, I’m sure everyone is
eager to go out and face the world that’s waiting outside. Good luck to everyone as
you go your own ways; to both the seniors who are graduating this year, and the
juniors and underclassmen who will soon. Tomorrow never knows what’s coming at
it, and right now, we are.

Kenneth Davis
My years^ high school are over and I'm mqving on to bigger and better things.
Thanks to all of the people that I have known that made this a year to remember. I
cannot wait lo go to college where I will see new faces and learn new things.

.■Although we are all moving on, there are alWays new challenges in our future.

Kevin Davis

Timothy Davis

Abbi Oeno
So... I really don't know what lo write in this thing, but I want to thank Ms. Ladd and
Ms. Robinson for being such amazing teachers!! You both taught me a lot! Oh, and
to my sister, Michaela, have fun next year and stay out of trouble: I know you're

^^-tnoviho'buTtake what you went through this year, and apply it to your new school. I
T^cnool won't be so close to help you out next year. I  love you. Kyra!! You're amazing and I

- love you, STATE OH EIGHT. I will never forget that:) and Ms. Julie Lopez, ahh...
we had lots of fun this summer.. Iet'8^dp.,lt again. Well FC, see you later.

Lockord Cassity
Dear FCHS. despite
years I could over ask
Coach Lango, but like
Ihings. Tho mernorios. ire endless and the people who have touched my life are
countless. I owe a lot fi f thanks to my parents as well, for toletajing my.'stubborn,
opinionalod soil, but I jvould also like to remind them that it's their fault! Mercedes, I
could never ask for a Better sister. You've always had my back and I have no idea
why, To all those still (feft here...speak your mind! You’ll never what you want in

’ enemies...jus' saying. 1 do what I want. 'GOLDEN!

your efforts. I've managed to have the besthlgh
or. The most impressionable mentor I encountered here is
^6 has done. I'm choosing to move on lo bigger and better

lile vrithoul having

Daisha Braswell
During these 4 impressionable years at FCHS, I have learned giuch. This
statement may seem obvious - since the objective of high school Is to learn - but
learning Newton's Law and cosines were not the most important lessons I learned,
Mrs. Schoonover helped me find my voice, Mrs. FoxJSSlpsQ'fffe discover my
passion. Sehor Terry showed me what it means fo be a true "scholar." High school
taught me to roll with the punches and keep on fighting. High school also showed
me how blessed I am to have such wonderful support from my family and friends;
Casey and Lockard...we have been fighting this uphill battle since the 5th grade! I
love y'alll Mahaiia and TraLisa - I’ll miss us being the loudmouth sopranos! Aldrin
and Victor B"THEY'RE ALL FASCISTS!" Cheer family -stay FRESH! Last but NOT
least I would like to thank my amazing God. Without Him, I wouldn't have made it.

Ariel Dezeilem

Jared Elliot
Wow senior year...l still can’t believe it. I’ve lived here for 12 years now and

● watched my friends come and go. While I’ve been here, I might have changed the
ways things happened or the situations I was in, but the outcome, I wouldn't
change one bit. I’d like to thank my mom and dad for pointing me in the right
direction. Dex and Antonio, calculus was kilter but we made it through. Tony and
Chris, we got some memories in engineering I’ll never forget. And this quote by
Ralph Emerson is what helped me get through my last year. “Do not go where the
path leads, instead go where there is no path and leave a trail.”

Tyler England
Future seniors, good luck and don’t slack off. This year determines your fate. Mrs.
Greene, thanks for being here for me since my 9th grade year; you've taught me so
much and I will put the knowledge you’ve given me to good use. My coaches,
thanks for helping me through a hard time last year and helping me get my strength
back. Y'all have taught me so much on what it means to better yourself athletically
and physically. My friends, you are amazing: without y'all I would be nothing. I love
you all and good luck in the future. I'll see you all soon. Finally to my brother, don’t
fall down the wrong path. Do what is right and what dad has taught us. Listen to the
teachers who've taught me; they know what they're talking about. Even though we
may fight a lot, you’re still my brother and always will be. Good luck little bro. Peace
out Fort Campbell! —    - - ' ^"'■^ '

Xenia Castro

Adriana Chavpz^
High school is a major stepping stone for many people who want to try and
graduate from coljege one day. My 4 high school years have been some of the best
and worst that anyone could have gone through. I've had so many amazing
memorfel here'that it's almost hard to imagine that I'm done with this chapter in my
life. 1 have few regrets and so many things I am grateful for. Congratulations to my
graduating senlorj class for making it this far. and also thanks to everyone that has
been there for me because I couldn't have made it this far. Class of 2010!!!!

Jerorrfe Clark
Good Luck Class of 2010!

Derrious Brown
First off I want to thank all my HATERS! You guys really made my 4 years of high
school fun =D. i have to thank God for letting me get this far. I have to thank my
family, the Davis family, the Williams family, my coaches, and some teachers for
believing in me. Class of '10 we were dummy LIVE!  I MIGHT miss y'all, lo! jk, I will,
will miss some of you underclassmen too. I can't forget about the little people. I'm
going to miss my SQUAD. Y'all my boys for sho! I love my BESTFRIENDS
Kristabell Rue and Annabell Garcia, we've been through so much, so many fights,
and we still stand together being best friends—now that'^ove. "*#&$ and syrup lil I
die...matter of fact it's going to kill me!" "So you mad? Mmkay!" "Oooooohhh
S*®''!!" R.I.P. TJ.W. Goodbye Fort Campbell!

Shelton Cole

Alexander Combs

Olivia Cook
Today will be a memory. Yesterday is a memory drifting away. Memories are
bittersweet, some more in some ways. Fear of moving on, afraid of change, in a
oiinule this will just be a memory. Memories are all pain in vain. Memories are like
‘■-Ireams, a reflection of the past. Don't forget about the past without memories there
IS no yesterday. Make every day one to remember a memory to move on with no
I’Ggrets. Goodbye to everyone who made my memories what they are instead of
being close, we will be rather far. Our lives will go on, but one thing is true the
happiness I have is all thanks to you. I'll miss you all. Lindsey, you made high
‘●chool an experience for me. I wish you the best. Brady, I love you. We may take
'lifferent paths, but we will be in each other's hearts. God Bless.
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had to run for endless hours. I will also miss how ten minutes of stairs felt like

hours. I’m not going to miss the lunch at this school, which made me completely
skip it and starve myself. I will miss the long bus rides to random schools and
places i have never heard of or ever knew existed. I will also have to say goodbye
 ̂toJhaifiWJeachei:s_atthis,sctLQoLwtiQiiav^coropLeleliLChaDgecLmyJife for the
betteri'They have made me a better person and taught me to be myself and always
stay kind to everyone.

Tony P/fcDonald^^
My farewell, will NOT be a goodbye. I only want to thanklhdse that helped me move
on to the next step arid made high school the most for rno.^Jianks to SGM and
COL, Coach Lange,' Mrs. Greene, Mr. Garnett, Coach BrowrvMr. Gill s, Mr. Gilbert,
and those cadets that presented challenges to me, strengthening my eadership.

Danielle McDonald .
I hope in the 4 years in high school your heads are full of knowledge, hopes, and
dreams. I hope that all of you have found a path to follow dr rnake your dream
come true and_that you are leaving here with a’process. 1 know I did and will. The
past 2 years I was here, I found, my dream; my process but not on m^ own. There
are many peop]e in this school who were helpful when I needed a push to go to the
next step. Son^ are teachers; some are friends, but mok'were other’students.
School is and^iyill always be a competition. Who got an A on a test? who got into
the collegejhey^anted? Who has the highest class rank? 1 would like to thank all
of you fordoing your best and making me do mine.

^^Gwed fScQueer^
P^WowTa years already passed by that quick? But now I am finally out of this place
r and on to college' It was fun while it lasted, but all things must come to an end. I
’  want to say thank you to both of my parents, Jason and Christy Forster. They have

pulled me through everything and pushed me to succeed.\They have raised me to
be the young man that I am today. 1 want to say peace-out to D-Rain and W and l

hope^that next year flies by for you guys. 1 will be flying you out to Colorado
whenever I can. Certain people wilt always be remembered; and Ifiose people
know who they are. Allie, thank you for always being there for me; i IqvG you and
look forward to our life togetfier. Thank you to all of the teachers.’ I'll a
remember this place’^ --y—

Amanda Miller
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Aldrin Evangelista
High school epiphanies: English - reading Romeo and Juliet was INDEED a
tragedy. Science - Isaac Newton stood on giants. Math - not as easy as pi. History -
to sum it up, repetitive. Don’t get me wrong though, high school wasn't a total waste
of time. I just discovered a thousandjways jnoUa^taduate,..^

Nick Harman

I've only been here a year, but it’s been one of the craziest. So many friends from
last year graduated or moved, but new ones have come. Now that we're leaving, I
realize how fun high school really v/as. From bonfires, to pizza parties, to
accidentally getting punched in the face, to the Crawfish Boil..to.cashing checks^^
with Lockard, to stealing Ashley’s car, to getting my car Post-It noted, to the stat^^
game, to playing competitive Uno in seminar with Kelsey and Reace, to winning *
soccer region, to after prom, to Club, to missing movies because Max got hungry, ■'J
to breaking Jackie's car, and to all the other memories I forgot to mention. It's been ]
great, but for now, GOODBYE FC! HELLO UK! See you there TraLisa and Morgan!i
Later! WFl }

Ciara LaRue
Even though this is my first year here at FCHS, it will also be my last. 1 will miss a
lot about being in high school, but the main things I will miss are my friends and the
memories I have about high school. I remember my first day here at FCHS. i
remember_knowing only_one person in the.whole.school, and she_wasn'.Un.any.of—
my classes, but as time went on I rriet new people, and 1 can honestly say I
wouldn’t change John or Ashley for anything in the world. I know I couldn’t have
survived without my best friend Ashley aka Fork and my boyfriend John. There
were many days when I didn’t want to get out of bed, and the only reason I did was
to see them. Thank you for motivating me. Oh, and  I love you, family.

Jacquelynne Littlefield

Julie Lopez
Four years goes by really fast. If nothing else, FC has been interesting. (: I want to
thank ali my friends that made the 2 years I spent here amazing. Sometimes it's
been terrible, sometimes it’s been great, and I wouldn't change any of it. I've made

many good memories. Thank you to all the teachers who did their best preparing
for college AND life. ! hate to say it but I'm going to miss this school. This is the

end of something great, but it's the beginning of something even better.
Congratulations to the Class of 2010!

so
me

Richard Ferguson
To the few good teachers at this school, thank you very much for the learning
experience. To the rest of you, especially leaderehip positions, I won’t miss you.

Neil Patrick Fiores

Shantinna HartrumAshley Gibson
Sophomore year. D6ja vu jokes. “I Bifsweaters yoi' Soccer bus rides. Spring
Break '08. “TOGETHERr McJaggeV. Bird poop hints. Moots and Toots. Dr. Jackal.
“That’s Ripe!" Rollie and Tootsie. Inqfriend that told me Mexicans kidnapped him ,

To all my friends who have been with me all 4 years I’ve been at this school, to
those who know what sha-oreos are, to those who sang All Star, and other songs,;
on the bus, to those who sat in Papa John stadium in the freezing cold, to those

and took his kidney. Best Best Friend. Your “stupid weather forecast.'; My boyfriend who laughed with me and couldn’t stop, to the only guy I know who can do the
Alex. O’Chariey’s dates. Red M&M i and alarm clocks.^Planning a toilet paper ^splits, and to the friends I have who had us laughing when all the cheerleaders
wedding at the softball field. Planni jigto live in Alaska with penguins. "I can’t drive staring, I'll miss you all. I can’t believe It has been 4 years. They went by so
because I don't have a spare tire" i k<»ses„“l smell a rit!” Car Surfing. Cross j^^’[(Keep your head In the game because it’s going to be a rough ride with all the i
C

I

ountry. “God gave us memory so faalv/e might have roses in Decemb8r."-JamesSfc accumulated.) May 21st, I’ll see you there. Good luck Class of 2010 ,
Matthew Barrie. L ‘‘T' "f Dexter Manning

Good-bye FCHS it has been a great 3 years. I want to say see you later to my boys
Antonio and Jared, to my wife Dae Dae, to the bestie Julianna, Ja'cque and TRISH,
to Treyce who is fresher than me, to Breeon - I’m on unlimited forever, and to
Kendall. Justin, Ross, Zach, Shelton and Pat. "I hope that my achievements in li^
shall be’these - that I will have fought for what was right and fair, that I will havelH
risked for that which mattered, and that I will have given help to thosejwho were ini
need, that I will have left the earth a better place for what I’ve done.a^d I’ve ^n.”-
C. Hoppe

/
Kevin Gilbert (HPVWWQSft'*.' VV ●
Well , it has been a crazy 4years, thefightsTnomework, the bad food;teachersf>
friends, the go crazy dances and tfesi. crazy pep rallies. Many cool points to m
past and current teachers, you all in myjmemories for life because you guys
helped me get to where 1 am right r ov/: Because  I know some of yoii teachers,-
sure when your sitting in those cha rs, looking at every senior you knoyy or was
your class, receiving their diploma^ at that moment you're thinking in your hear
taught that kid and look at where hl/she is now.  I helped that kid graduate.” I’m
sure that’s the best feeling ya’Il will tee!, but when we students look' out to you!^
teachers were thinking, “Man, those teachers are sure excited to see us get thfs ^
diploma.” (Laughing) But 1 know wHen 1 walk out those doors, a whole new world"^’* ●' Erin Horkqy
opening up for me. I’m going to miss the memories here, but I'm going tomiss
everyone that had helped me succeed and I THANK YOUI!!!! So, 1 guess this is ■ '■ ■ Lindsey Horton

wiUjj

farewell, but it’s not going to be Iasi time I’ll see everyone again, I promise that^'. ■ ●●.‘‘“Whaf,lies,behind us, and what lies before us, are tiny matters compared to what
muchHIl Oh yeah, seniors I hope your dreams take you. to the corners of your^^v J ;■ 'lieS;? Within all of us." As my time at FCHS is coming to a close I would like to say
smiles, to the highest of your hopes, to the windows of your opportunities, and to ' the past 4 years have flown by, and I'm SO glad my time here is almost over. All of

n

the most special places your heart |ias ever known. Because the future belongs to my hard work has paid off because I’m getting out of Fort Campbell and moving
those who believe in the beauty of their dreams. into the REAL world and leaving the drama behind. I couldn't have gotten through

thi

o

s year without everyone on the XC team, Bevie, Maranda, Olivia, and Jacque.
Good luck 2010 (:

^Kjelsey, Henderson/;.
^I'.^^g'cstalic Ujat I'rri fi nally graduating and getting the opportunity to live on my ow

Jenaro Gonzalez

.
Pe^ce'^ughes.'my future husband. I’m glad you moved here and that I found a
lege^iy best friend. J couldri’t jrnagine how boring my senior year would have been

you. Ross thanks foV^lways giving me the dumbest looks; they are just
jQcreas'ing the’^chance for me.“Jwow;^jy6u.; Even though you guys constantly laugh
a^^aji'd make'jfu^n of rne‘ I sfill iov*e you guys. Dee, you’re so weird, so you make me
jaiigh. fylac.'.^o^’rejhe best.' Ms.' McCullough thanks for tolerating us playing Uno
every se'rtiinat' I'rn psyched for Chico State!

.v.‘* ●' ●
\.

Julianna Martinez kt*:.
So long, farewell to you my fnendsjjgoodbye foE not unti|we rnget^again. (Yes; it is
the Out'of the Box song.) I’ve 'Sl^yearevSomemingl can^tell
you right off the back is friends hav^ome and^gpne .soTastJ^lieyeJt if you want
but honestly, you do find your true^frienS'^'^\hjs tQU^Cpoas]ter|ftci^6f 4 years that

seem to end. but also came to;ao’|ibj;upthalt’iust‘^as’^^ beganjJ^never
BEST(EST) friend Nicol^MarieiWithoUt^h^j l^orh,think' I couldVe

made it thorough this last year. Seminar,]unTp};,year. in -MslWatts^.ciass baking
brownies for birthdays was always a blast^Seminar
Fatz; I always had a blast (giving and geH!rig*|nassages:)' Cj^«i|/Auntte Ma'iy^as
always fun, we always had something to tallCand*debate'a^^Ji.'jr enjoyed all ti^
classes I've had in FCHS. I'll see y'all. Toodaldp.■ ,{l^^' ; ' 7'’’'

 ■ ■

Thanks to my jgiiV" I .

Casey Mlller^:,. i
Well i just want to say thank you to all the teachers who helped me thraugh these
last four years’ Also I want to say to my friends thanks for all the fun and good
times we had in these four years. Thanks to my coaches for the .support and help
whenever 1 needed il.’Thank you to the football team for the best Jnerhories I could
ask for. Last i would like to thank Kyra, thank you for loving me and being my best
friend for these last three years. I made some of the best memories In high school
with you. I love you.“ I hope all the seniors in the class of 2010 had tf e best time of
there life at FCHSi^

Amanda MinerL "

; r.n

Shannon Grammel
Boy, we’ve had a real good time, and I wish you the best on your way. Be you
honest friend, yeah; I'll love you forever. Up in the clouds, we’ll be higher than ever.
The story of us, it always starts thejsame: not psychotic or dramatic. We live a cute
life, soundfematic, glamophonic, electronic, disco, baby. Not sure what it means,
but this photo of us. it don't have a price. I've never seen one like that before.
Tommy is a monster. Sunglasses cover up my blue eyes. No, you can’t read my
poker face. It’s some kind of joke. i;m obsessively opposed to the typical, but it's
alright. Just dance. Grove. Slam. VVork it back. Let's have some fun. This beat is
sick. I want your everything as long' as it’s free. Play that song where everything
was everything, but everything is over. You’ve left me speechless,

Megan Grebner
Many people have said that their time in high school was something they'jl never be
able to forget, and even though this sentiment is not always entirely positive',' I
agree that it is indeed true. I will not say that my time here has been extremely
enjoyable, but I cannot say that it was entirely all that bad. I have come to accept
the lessons I have learned and appreciate the experiences that high school has
offered me and am more than ready to move on to bigger and better things. I only
hope that I can continue to learn more as I step into the future and look back on the
moments I spent at Fort Campbell ^ith fondness.

Christian Hall

Reace Hughes
I’ve only been here for a year, and THANK GOD for that. The only thing to do here
in Fort Campbell is to play sports so I’m playing basketball. Thanks to all my good
friends for making this year bearable. Kelsey, my future wife, Ross, never give up
that seat Rosa. Jourdan, I hope your future Spartan babies are awesome, unless
your abs eat them for protein. The Jersey Shore is the coolest show ever, Kelsey
and Ross I will Snooki you.

Da'Shae Jackson

Whitney Jackson
Wowl I can’t believe this is the last year I will have to walk these halls. It was fun
while it lasted. I would like to thank all my teachers who never gave up on me, you
taught me how not to be scared of setting goals that may seem impossible to
achieve. I am very proud to be one of the couple people in my family who've made
it this far in life. I would like to thank my wonderful people who been there for
through thick and thin! Jasmine Nickens has been my best friend since 9th grade I
love her so much! And shout outs go to, Lashonda (Pork chops an' Gravy)
Porterrrrrrr, Angie Davis, and Shea Jackson. I love you all and keep me in your
prayers and I'll do the same HOLLAAAA!

Victor Martinez
To all my teachers and friends here at FCHS or as  I like to call it,; ‘‘the hjg^school
that never closes-beyond all reason.” I owe Fort Campbell so much because I have
- perienced many events in my time here. These experiences include becoming
the first Spanish teacher aide as a freshman, representing courage for Student of
the Month in April, participating and volunteering at Camp We Can/Teen Club.
Teachers, friends, and faculty here at FCHS are some of the nicest and caring
people I have ever met. I leave the Falcon grounds, but I will never stop being a
Falcon. I began as a follower; but now I will take all I have learned and become a
leader teaching others what I have learned. I thank FCHS for opening my eyes to

horizons and sending me soaring toward a new futurel

ex

new

It is time to say goodbye because, ladies and gentlemen, it is my life; ^nd it is now
or never. I am moM definitely not going to live forever. Goodbye and thank you to
all the teachers who have enhanced my education. Thank you ATeJancJro, Amber,
Allie, Michelle, and Lockard for sticking with me through all the heartbreaks and
drama. Also, thank you FCHS for trying to destroy my individuality for making

me the educated, sarcasUcTo^ionated per^n I am. Auf Wfedersehen.

Robert Maseda

Nick Mastrlan
Finallyl The last 4 years have been great! Chloe, the last 2 years have been crazy,
but I’m so happy I You taught me so much about myself. To my friends
and coaches in football, thanks for all the fun. Mr. Mac...PAMMMI Tyler, Colin,
Codv Chris, Bryan, everyone I’ve called my friend, thanks for the memories. I’ll
never forget bike rides, July 4th, fire extinguishers, starling lunch tables, new dirty
words state championships, arguments with Darth Ladd, maiibox-car collisions, 6
crackers in 30 seconds, the pool at night, down time, carnivals, my days in El Paso,
aetlinq kidnapped and losing a kidney in Mexico, hanging with Uncle Chad with my
friends, the tripod, walks around post, Trent’s fake Mexican birthday, FC2, field
trips, “going to San Antonio”, mistakes, racing tornadoes, high school all around. I
love "you guys! I loved everything. Life’s a garden, Dig it. Thundercats, HOOOOOO!

Stephen McCoy
This is my senior farewell. After I am done typing this farewell, I will never have to
type another one of Mrs. Greene’s papers again. I'll start by saying goodbye to the
boy's bathroom because I’ll miss it. I’ll miss the wrestling room and the stairs we

V
Casey Moffitt ^
“Another turning point; a fork stuck in the road, time grabs you by the .Wrist, directs
you where to go, so make the best of this test, and don't ask why, it's not a
question, but a lesson learned in time, it’s something unpredictable;^ Jt in the end
it's right. I hope you had the time of your life."-Green Day. Momma. D jisha, Kai,
Tiffany, and Lindsey, you all are my SHEROES. I couldn't have done anything
without you. To my teachers, who gave me my opportunity to succeed, thank you.
To my coaches and club leaders, who let me be a part of something f igger than
just me. thank you. To my family and friends, who supported me IhfP'^gh everything
and made it all worthwhile, I love youl ICaitlynn Jay

I could not have made it here without you all. KJ's + TH for teaching me to make
situations adventurous. HF, you are my role model, for the donut fights and bake
sales. TJ, you make no sense, but you will take me to the red train one day! MM,
SL, SB, JM, you are the best coaches out there. BD, I’ll never forget your sarcasm
and all the memories. ‘‘Are those cookies?” I love you Piggy. MSA thanks for
listening to the complaining and bringing me out of my shell. Chit, I love you
Butterball! KB, "Oh My Hacking God" putting food and drinks in the Gatorade
canisters makes us resourceful. I love Simba! CC, I'm sorry for the hair incident.
Love is all I have for you Jeepers Creepers. AG, McJaggerrl. MNGMNT. we all
hated each other at some point, but I love you guys.

Kristen Kirkland
Though we’ve only known each other for a short period of time, I hope we'll stay
friends even after high school. We both met each other as new students to FCHS
and new to military life style. No matter what happens in life, know I will always be a
phone call away. Rachel Robbins, you are a great friend.

Taylor Monroe

Whitley Montgomery
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Cordelia Moon

FINALLY!!! I am done with high school, but it seems like it was yesterday when I
was just a freshman. When I first got here to FC,  I was only a sophomore. I
honestly did feel that time had stopped, and I was never going to be a senior. But
here I am. Man, I am most definitely going to miss Tevin, A.K.A Tevi pooh; we
stayed clowning and laughing in class. Sequita AKA Tweety I guess I'm going to
miss your iil smiley faces (insider), even though they ugly as I don’t know what (lol).
I'm so happy to graduate!! We made it Class of 20101! See ya'II at WKU (lol)

Breeon Moreno

First and foremost I would like to thank all my family, friends, coaches, teachers,
and most of all God not only for getting me through high school successfully but
making me who 1 am today. High school has been full of memories and | couldn't
ask for more. Kierra don’t forget that nothing is going to be given to you so go get it!
TP23, DC, Mac Daddy “Squad Upl" 10, Neez, I’m going to miss you guys like
crazy. But time flies so I’ll see you in a little, ha. The football family and everybody I
forgot to mention don’t worry [ didn’t forget about you guys. Just remember that
desire is the starting point of all achievement, not a hope, not a wish, but a keen
pulsating desire which transcends everything. BELIEVE!

Bianca Morrow

Xavier Mulkey
I would have never thought it would come so fast. It seems like just yesterday when
1 first started high school. Even though I'm ready for that day to come for me to
receive my high school diploma, I’m not quite ready just yet. I feel like I can learn so
much in the next four months to prepare for the real world and college. Every little
mistake I made along the road in high school, 1 learned and grew from. I think I get
what the teachers meant about character, leadership, and attitude adjustments.
Leaving all of mu class friends so we can split and go our own way will really take a
chunk outta me. As I say goodbye, I promise to keep every memory with me
forever and cherish it. I love the class of 2010. The bitter word which closed all,
earthly friendships, and finished every feast of love-farewell."- Robert Poilok

Sequita Myers
I want to say thank you to all of my friends who have been here with me these past
4 years (and some of you less than that). You guys stood by me when I needed
you the most. 1 love you guys! I also want to say thank you to all of my teachers
who helped me excel to where I am now with your support and words of
encouragement. And last, but not definitely most least, GOODBYE FCHSIII

Tevin Neal
1 would like to thank the ones 1 care for most and have had some “ruff’ times with; 1
want to say 1 will miss my lady Jasmine King; you have been there for me no matter
what, and 1 will certainly miss you when you leave. I want to thank my little brother
Trey. Angie, you have been the best friend since freshmen year. Shae, you were
always the person to talk to when 1 needed it. I would also like to thank some others
such as; Lacey, who always made sure my work was done, Josh, Antonio, Alexa,
Justin, Dee Dee Davis, and Cookie. Finally, I want to give a special thank you to
Coach Gammons and Berner. I’ve put a lot of sweat in at practices for you two.

Oliver NGumbI

Saying goodbye is never easy, especially if it’s to a place that has grown to be as
familiar as my own heart beating. These past four years expanded my horizon well
beyond the norm by showing me that nothing is impossible if 1 work hard and put
my mind to it. The friends I have gained here will be carved into my memory as we
separate to chase our own dreams. I bid farewell to the teachers who lit that spark
in my eyes and made me explore my limits by satisfying my thirst for knowledge. All
that I gathered here will guide me through every obstacle that awaits me in my
cloudy future. I will never forget every single person that stood by my side through
the good and bad times for the rest of my life.

Jasmine Nickens

High school - these 4 years have been filled with grief and happiness. I don’t know
what else to really say. 1 remember walking into this school as a freshman halfway
into the school year to graduating at the APSU Dunn Center on May 21,2010. 1
met my best friend here and I lost my first boyfriend here. LuLu and Roewsha’i are
going to be my best friends for life. These girls have made my senior year the best,
Even though I’ve not known LuLu for long I feel like I have known her all my life.
Roe is sister material: I don’t have anymore to say about that. To all the rest of you
that I have known since I came here as a freshman. I’m going to miss you guys.

Dae Dae Russell
WOOT WOOT CLASS OF 2010 WE FINALLY OUTTA HEREIII  I didn’t have the

time of my life like I thought I would but I did have a few good laughs. Can't believe
it’s time to go. Kelz omg we might not have talked in Hawaii but we chopped it up in
Kentucky boo I’m going to miss you so much, Pooh man our late night Wally world
trips are something I’m really going to miss, Pattie you know I love you know matter

^ _ __ ing to buy you all aT
h ym my bhguejdt king Mr. 305 you

ou like^^'atVou like that/JOSHIIU Yoi7the only j^^lon half of us showed up
inar, Tevin I LOVE YOU cl^ss with yoiTwas the besiJ I’m really going to miss

usban< exter, D^ Brolov^o

Jayney Pillias
Goodbye, Farewelll Leaving is always the hardest things to do but it happens every
now and then because it is a part of life. I'd like to lake this opportunity to thank my

parents and all my wonderful friends and teachers that have helped me succeed
throughout the years and inspired to do better things in life. So much has happened
throughout the past 4 years and I will always treasure the memories. Although I

—wish 1 could stay anothery^arln hlgt^hoo|iOT5i5~goo'd bye'lo;atHhe;g^od'and\
the bad memories and hello to'fny bngliTOtur^head that has been >^jtip^Bu^l
hope someday in the future, we will'^IL_p^e^ite5*ahdJo*ok back at the wonde’rfu'
memories we had here at this wond|j SElch’ootj FarewellYi^Jell^FALCQNSll! ’

-  Tim Place
This is my farewell to you and all who read thig|Know that f.oril^atter

i  School for 2 years, but that was all I needed fortes scjiooj to m^^a
my life. I have made many new friends and also ̂ Qitedj^th dg^end^l
been a splendid 2 years here and I hope that I have ma~d^r^impa^et!onJh
as it has made on me. To all the juniors, know that your t&erag^eJS

“  school so don't mess up. Sophomores get ready for your rarcfes^cadem
school yet so don't give up. Freshman well I just laugh at freshrna
to give thanks to all the teachers who have taught me something. Mj-slDuer

.rfppucks, Coach Brown, and of course Mr. Hofe. So this is goodbye. PE^CEj

JlCoU^ey Richardson
BMBesi Fp^nds, WALRUS! “JENNA YOU MY BOO!” taking pictures, state cham

t}(atfe wllo let you^yl^f the house?" Poncho Villas, Chuckle Cheese, “Do your little
lum oail e catwafl^^afT yeah, on the catwalk." Peppermint pigs, ALEX ENGLEN

YOU MY ̂ ST^FBI^D, tenj^leepovers, soccer practice, APSU soccer
camp. "Did yoiZ mow Coiirmey qasjiearing aids, no she said she has a head
Uchel” Trips to|^lcj8UFIhrHERI^a^ct,plass, slip n slides. Club Beyond, “Jenna
fcok at that gu>fi;unrpg. am tnats my dad^’ family guy quotes, “TC, NEVER LET
2p!” “The ScomejfEresh F-oui\ ‘yhat’^RTpe!" "You without me is like a zebra
v^out stflfies.”^OR THEpUE!yY(ttvo‘ce is the soundtrack of my summer,"

ouWO nours zf^ou run?’’ “GREAT GAME GUYS!” If

I

k
ese insida jokeainaqe yomaugfi^lp falew^ll was meant for youl :)

Tyler Nikolao
Well it's over, and having been here for 4 years has left me many memories.
Whether it is nights with the Thunder Cats, soccer practice, or just spending time
with Taylor, these meaningful memories will stay with me throughout the rest of my
life. This experience has had its ups and downs, but I can honestly say it has faugh!
me just about everything I'll need to know, which makes this experience positive.
Rnall
throu

^-| nave to^ank my frlert^TTamiry) teachers, and coaches for all the help
^out these past four yeai^l dedicate this farewell to those oeoDle.

Trails Noblin ●

Take my purse to liminriiTpav^cy, my hoodie to make me cold, my voice to control
me, ami rny individuality by waf byjniform. IVe. proven myself. Adminte^tion and
limitalSn are the'names of this school's viofatTina^hanks to all of th^oy&iv
tardieSand write-up^^orrect my^orals/Tm'ari'^teresting, compleTconlri^ng
memb^ of society ̂ ecau^g of you^lGHT.^igh schooI^s meant to^e ha'rd.J
Congrgulatioris Cldss of 201j)^^stuck it. C^r heW lives are calling. $vJwe , j
welcor^ the respoSse. “Comaget me!" To thqs^^no.^ll remain at F® keep Mur
grade^p and foci^. I know you don’t want to erTd up nerg forever tryiratg^iitr
scrounge change a Coke. Thanks especially to God, rw parmts, m^rother

/rdsea^^^t UiJiNicki Cm a: 2and mwjriends. 1 gowou on weekends, Paige,
Wildcasuckal

Lm^^iends and thank you to all the teachers 1
^oorriself,' but (jivill miss the sports and
ytabod luck !n higtfsci ool, David.

. C a - 1

'P X' 'i4

Christo'pher Nugents ● _

Fort Can^p^m^^bajly the best school I f^ve attendeS^’hav^^ovedljpSd^
almost onceevSc®.amester. I finally settled IRere rrS second sem^ter of mVjunilr
year. I would like tolhank Ms. Duerr becaus^he lahe nic^t teamer ( h&d men!
am off to bigger and better things. Later evet\?orre' Best of lu^to evteryonX ^

appy t^e'out of hefeT I will miss the few people
 o^D^Brownj Mali alia. Chanelle, Josh,

!Dex?> Jacqu^p^lkyr^Caitt^n^tS'^
cRoq^.’^hiffe^ jphnnyVT[^veyou*^yslY*ainTtada*^
mak?(^e you guysl ly Ja
j

ny lUl

20i01SOust depen^ds onwha^^reft^Ll^dASS

Trent Short

Picking out our ca^an^own^ans wege doneTO^
school. We get to s^ ^rld and we los^^o
Th

tlT!!l

I off this jail called
people in the process,

e high school reunion wilfbe ̂ neyjia^wS th1pl<J|^Q
bros. High SchMj^asthe^eatesfex|^lenc*e*an^weii
am thankful for.alriji^e wholiav^eipgd me If^jmv
this Diace. It’s not the end. It's a nevLbeWnma. f>', 1

ae

line Nickens. La
/ear the best!!! And y’all
ou might be missed. It

e'll be back with the

p a lot of close friends. I
fame, but I am out ofclal

\

Jennifer Otey
To the Class of 2010, I want to thank all my classrna\<
years ever! Sorry to the the teachers that have had to
kids, especially the boys. I’m happy to say that I'll be the 1^.^
halls. I'll really miss 1st period lunch, y'all are awesome. I warn
for all the support through my 12 years of school and my brothers too. I hope^lH
keep all the friends that I have made through these past 10 years at Fort CampbeP
Proud graduate of 2010!

Brian Peacock

I’ve come a long way since my freshman year when  I was immature and didn't care
about much, except having fun all the time. I now know what lies ahead and how I
should reach my goals. I’d like to thank everyone who has helped me get through
these four long, excruciating years that seemed like an eternity. Thank you to ail my
teachers, family, and best of friends; I hope good comes to you in the future.

Alexa Pena

First off, I would like to thank all my friends; Jacque, Mahalia, Deanna, Mindy,
Tevin. and Ashley for helping me get through these years of high school with my
class work and drama. My friends have made me laugh and made t|i''s high school

not going to
miss the work I have done here. I learned a lot such as there are notffiiany Mople I
can trust and having relationships can basically be a waste of time, fi
to put my work before anything because that is what gets me where i
am happy that I won't have to deal with wasting money on polos for^
school anymore, and good luck to the students who still have to.i

Mindy Phillips

Kevin Phipps
Another turning point, a fork stuck in the road. Time grabs you by the wrist, directs
you where to go, so make the best of this test, and don't ask why. It’s not a
question, but a lesson learned in time. It’s something unpredictable, but in the end
it's right. I hope you had the time of your life. So take the photographs, and still
frames in your mind. Hang it on a shelf in good health and good time. Tattoos of
memories and dead skin on trial. For what it's worth it was worth all the while. If you
want to get the feeling and you want to get it right. Then the music’s got to be loud.
For when the music hits I feel no pain at all, especially when I’m skanking out at the
ball. Let's bounce, rock, skate, Man I'm ready to roll.

Jackie Pierson
Thank you FCHS for making my high school years everything I ever dreamed of. Witfi the dress
code, delectable lunches, and subzero/blazing temperatures, I couldn't have asked for
anymore. Thanks for filling my closest with such  a variety of clothing, which I can't wait to wear
for the rest of my life. Thanks for demonstrating how dangerous hoodies and carrying a puree
can be. Thanks for the continual support of the cross country endeavors at state and for
recognizing the existence of the other sports teams here at Fort Campbell. Thanks for the
clarification about how great the football team is. Thanks for successfully using a cookie cutter
to plan everything. Thanks for offering such a variety of classes and realizing the ridiculousness
of online courses. Thanks for giving me the short end of the stick when it came to just about
everything this year.
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De'Anthony RoblnsortV||
Goodbye to my friends; Ja^j
and E.J.

Vi^pry, Lorain, Angie, Megan, Jay,, Jen Charles Simon

Life in high school c^be hard and a diffic&t journey.’^^rom'jtreshman all the way to
being a senior, you r^e^lew people and Kaye‘fun‘jimes and hard times. What I’m
about to talk about,gome of the highs and lows of bein Ja high school student,
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Trish Rogers
These four years at FCHS were some of the most fun, sad, exciting, and most
boring times of my life. I’ve made friends and lost them. As long as you realize

you’re going to be someone, let that drive you to succeed and don’t let anything
tear you down. Also, stay focused; walk across the stage. I would like to

thank the people who helped me r^rtJ^Ft^and helped me make it. It’s sad; I
won’t see some of you anymore, bCtJv^l^^ye to say good bye at some time.
Thanks to all my close teachers homies t!mt helped me make it through all my
hard times. I love you all; you kn^'jwhi are]

Amanda Smith
My experience atjFCH^''ag|beerayterestinq. Many dOhi^tudents have been
friendly towards r^^i^vSlcbmin^The only issTJe I h^eto express is the dress
code. I don’t believ^^igbCor n'q^ssary. I hav^elt ̂ fe^nd been treated with
respect. When I wa^^g fl̂ ^gh’ftough time, my lexers were understanding
and helped mlS^ajiyjKayJhiJ^oul® am especially g^glto miss Mrs. Hunter

Mrs. BealS^hey werelhere forj^ when I needeaf©!^, and they were never
jbdgmgntal. I aMtruly gqfng IoIt^ss school. Goodbye|Fort Campbell. I am sad
toli^oir^. M^onth| Raye^be^n w^hwhile and I have spent the best part of my

d^^cSreer herejTham^iJ fogontributing to the best school year of my

Maquel Ross

High school was my best years Kver^ll the stupid, bai^nd ̂^od ̂ gcp
remember forever. Brittany youTr^'a^o much to me. gMjfievgr f^get rek: I
shared my best and worst time^ritf^ou. (Love you), ̂ ramajmwG^d^r^.
stupid with you. Kelsey, I want tgsnooki you sometimes'l^t I’^tiljik
need to gain weight) Luke Reynj^^^e of my best fr^ds
Rosynek is my best friend. We’v^gott^ closer over ttfeyear ai^
grew stronger. Reace, you got me vvofned when you k^\3 “it’s
Coco Chanel, r’m going to miss ̂  my Home boys andoTrls. I ainl^ttc^ai^.a
y’ail cuz y’all know who you are. '^alLknoW 1 love ycftarntwill seexMiaf©

t<

■rrac

01^0®qretheriJ
iiendspn

lii

/f ●--Iriel Smith

^een l^j^^ 4 long yeS^j ne^rlrst 2 years were full of work and drama,weru )y too fasaanSsenior*year is even faster. As it comes to an end,
^'rnj^cmhese^ears havl^eeh fun. and I've learned so rnuch. I've made the
^est"of ̂ ends,jfid lost some. Freshman year I felt would never end and
sop'^more year was even slower. To all the new comers, stay focused and
&rg^ize’d*j<eeayour head up high and follow your dreams. High school will be
over before vou Know it; don't waste your time worrying about it. Do all your
homework,"study hard, and have fun. Don't waste your time on drama; it's not worth
irit will eventually pass. As for exams, study hard, they're Important. My high
school experience was fun and I've learned a lot. Thanks to all my friends and
some teachers. Coach Marciano, you were harsh.

e

Kaytlyn Rosynek VBIMRL
All rinht...so the time is finally here !b~qet _
this school, I’m ready to move on to sornethin^lewi.i 5 nW ^en1s|tJia^Sjor|| i
supporting me no matter what. BrittarroOH M^^l LO^E'5^U|We Baire ha^^g
many fun times...from ‘‘the break we l^ne‘d it ally^to all our^'^dq J^esmke^ling
shots and run and nun. Maquel, we neveFgoralo^^t  I thin^tl^Ujias rrade^w
friendship what it is now. Thanks for alw^s iDejngf ar^nd, andr5fflreveryaa^figro
to supposedly “make me stronger.” To Ms. are always complaining
together; or I'm constantly eating your food, i oall rny friends who have basically
gotten me through; Amanda, Ciarra, the crazy seminar, and many others, I 'll never
forget you guys! I will definitely be back to visit the people still stuck in this place.

SI! yearso Wi

L
-.1
. .

TaMelsha Rowe
It seems like everything went by so fast. I can still remember my freshman year, but
now I'm a senior about to graduate - OMG. I'm going to miss all the fun times I had
with my BFF Jacque; even our silly fight over a boy. I'm also going to miss my other
friends and my favorite teacher Frau (Ich liebe dich). I wish I didn't have to move
but I'll make the best of it. I'm really going to miss Fort Campbell even though I
didn't like this school some times lol. Auf Wiedersehen!pr
Jacquest Rudolph168
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Jacque Smith

‘‘Why can't we get all the people together in the world who we really like and then
just stay together? I guess that wouldn't work. Someone would leave. Someone
always leaves. Then we would have to say good-bye. I hate good-byes. I know
what I need. I need more hellos." - Charles M. Schulz. Wowl I'm going to miss all
my friends from 7th grade at Mahaffey Middle School until now and other people
who I've grown to know. It's been a fun year, but now it’s all over and time for us to
get a taste of the real world. I'm going to miss you guys: My family, Alexa, Topps.
TaMeisha, Twin, Dex, Destines, Dae Dae, Josh, Erie!, Mahalia, Lindsey and all of
my other homies.

AJ Taylor
Four score and four minus 80 years ago. I was a freshman at FCHS. I was a young
man, not doing anything with my life. Then I became a senior and I was a grown
man, not doing anything with my life. Now that has changed, and I have a dream
that one day I will become very successful and graduation will be the spark to my
fire. However, on the serious tip of the strip. I will miss many people I have grown to
know at FCHS, and I would not have wanted to graduate from another school. All 4
years here were something different; every year was special in a certain way. Thus.
I bid all my fellow classmates adieu, and not bye, but see you later.

Herbert Tenori^^^
Joshua Smith

Anthony To
I want to thank all the teachers who believed in me and said i can be successful

^and I would like to thank Chelsea Jarvis for tutoring me. Also I would like to thank

all my coa^j^Joi^gugjjjn^me ancynaklng me a belter athlete a better man.
Aldo Torres Jara '

So it really has been 4 years...and now senior ye@r is over^You ffipbably won't
meet another Peruvian In a while and be witness of some mad soSfer expertise.
But really, it has been a crazy experience. 1 had  a great time, trying to make
the beet of it. No regrets. I guess I leave everyone alf those memories... ffthere is
one thing I'll miss the most, it'd be the thing that gives me a sense to be, soccer.
BurmS best part was getting to know all those people who, made it truly worth it

through these years and whoj^ill stay forever. I’m glad to say I'm part of this class. I
also thank the teachers and special.fri^ds who shared th'^r adyice,1Life keeps

^oing. All the best to everyone! Hasta la vista!''Adiosl

troy Turner

“The best way to make your dreams come true is to wa
4 years it has been like we were asleep, but subconscit
●be*what we are destlhed to be. Nowtes thiAyear is coming 10*%
for us to wake up arjd use this kno^edge we have learned frorr|thljschool. our
families, friends, and just life in general to be the best persoryiArf possibly be.
would really like to ^ank my family, teachers, coacj^, and fl^||Hor making
these last 4 years ^eat. "Go confidently in the direQpon of you?flreams. Live the

life you have imagined." - Henry David Thoreau

Franciscq^Valle

Kyle Walker _ ^
I

alery. The last
i ourselves lo

mt's about time
M'

 warft to thank ̂ 11 the teachers that helped^me th^*
Braxton Wallace

ti

Hey this is ya boy Mr.69, sayltg fan
my teachefs. My favorite teacher was Coach.Brown.
for being the coolest science teacher! Mrs. Lunsford
class. (I loved that!!!!) i'm goin^ to miss all my frienfij
BOO CIARRA NICOLElIj She means the world t<^

Janice Soledlspa „

It to all
ming us b
ID MOST MY

I W^KA FLI
4.

Graduating In May, unfortunately our high school days nave come to an end. Then
again, it fe^s like only yester^y when we were just freshmen. I remeinber
freshm'an;year; excited to see old friendsiscared to get lost In the
new school, and fineeting all those people I
goodbye is goina lo be depressing. Hovyever, going to college Is 11^
scratch, just witfiriarder work and morf^pensive classes: but nothing willfil.: ^
compare to high school. Alljhe pai1|iWhe boyfriend^! the drama,’the homlH^k.
the exes, the projects, best frienjfe^i^x best friends, the new schools (i thinW * ●
that's only for me), the grades, the ^ush^, the fin^, the heartbreaks. I’m prou(^o
say we seniors have been through it all; but sayingdoodbye is going to be hard.

AmberSpade | ^ .
Th

feraem
. Sayi*
startira from

f
anks Mrs. Greene for always changing the color of rn^ssays, it helped

tremendously. Ms. Ladd, thank you S© muchiyouVe v^alized and made sense
of my uncertainties. You 2 will always be m5^y°''‘*®®-.^want to t^hank Mom apd
Dad for believing in me and my God for g^jpng me this far. I can’t wait to seeihe
rest of your plani Preston, get the webcam ready for tho^ homework questions
and keep doing'what you're doing. You'll be ready for college in no time. "My
zipper's stuck. THAT'S WHAT SHE SAID." "YOU DON'T WANNA FIGHT ME!" "His

poor wtddMhviener." Triple A's. [121506|:3]

Kendall Smith 1
ell to all my friends. First I want to thank all

k Mr. Mac
in food.to,

Block 1:

Block 2;

Block 3:

Block 4:

ugh my years, here at FCHS.r Subject:Kandryss Strahl
I don't think of graduation as a good-b^, but as  a hello to the rest of my life. The
road to this poinj has been long ancfti mblmg- 1 learned a lot and have many great
memories to cf\prish. I have new dreai M arid old memories to add to my collection,
so Fort Camp] I have to keep it n|ovln'

Cody Waychoff 'V
So long and thanks for all the fish! ^^^^asyAdams

‘  Webb 4
Restaurant:

Meghan Strehl^
i feel honored anOT^Iessed to be a four year Falcon. The connections I’ve made
with people here have helped shape who I am today, and I am grateful. As I
going off to college, I know that there are rrore connections to b^rhade.and

growing tjg^but FCHS will always the^pla^e that helped me'grow up.
Mahalia Stubbs-Anderson I
My senior year has been filled With some of the funniest, saddest, and most
awkward moments. There is noiway 1 would have been able to suivive those
moments without the laughter and support of my strong circle of friends. They
helped me get through a lot. Daisha and Tralisa'rhade choir the best ever. Jennifer,
Ashley, Alexa. and Jacque made lunch less boring. Angie was my support system
as we tried to stay strong without our better halves. Caltlynn Jay, she made chit „
easier. Thank you, Sr. Terry and Mrs. SchobrioVer for helping me find my voice.
Mngmnt dS, foolbalf season started off rjicfeyi'b"* * itowwiiuiB iil uujfed up. We are all
so crazy and had waaay too much fun (CiMnollo nnd Kyft). One day,

am

Charles will have his revenge for all the ihlru|i» we did him!

k
Kierra Whitehead
"Wow! These high school, years<j|pve gone by so fast, but I loved every minute of
them. I’ll never forget mylime^pent as a FCHS falcoh. From dress code violations.

●  to freezing my butt off at the iofiftpUftames, I’ve definitely had some good times.
I've met some'pretty amazing fhi||jcfe^t FC and without them, I wouldn’t have had

“ plished a lot over these past years and I’d
id eteryone else for their love and support. I

Tthourthem. to my BFF Thays Flores, thanks for all
\the inside jokes and 'Tell me why..." stories. You’re the bestest best friend EVER!
tb-my fellow 2010 grads, the tassei was definitely worth the hassle and I’m so
proud of us! 2010 woot-wootM!"

nearly as much fun as I did! I’W^ci
like to thank God, my pari
wouldn’t be where I am t^

'V

I Edward Cullen
'cob Black

Charles Wilson
I've been here all 4 years of my high school career, and they were the most
unpleasant 4 years of my life. I'm glad it’s all over, and I'm not going to look back!!!!!

Ronald Wilson
This was the best 4 year’s of my life here at Fort Campbell High. I have many great
memories of this current school year_and the last school. But now it’s time for me to
move on with my life. “Peace.”

i'
Precious Tauai
I would first like to thank the Lord for €
Without him none of my biggest achie.^^_^^^„^
like to thank my family for all their suppoffi^veryining trial I nave done. I would
like to thank my boyfriend James Neil Tuupo for being there for me every step of
the way. To my teachers THANK YOU so much for all the help that you have given
me during my senior year here at FCHS. God Bless.

[glhfit I hiwqyen blessed withiiyihinl ,
d s RccomiShed. I would also

DeVonte’ Wimberly

Allie Yerkes-Klatt
“A journey of a thousand miles must begin with a single step."- Tao Tzu.
Graduating high school is just the first step toward my new beginning. High school
was filled with many irreplaceable memories, but I'm ready to move on. I want to
recognize my parents for always being supportive and playing an active role in my
high school career. I hope they realize I love them dearly and will miss them. My
best friends since day one. Amber Spade and Amanda Miner, thank you for being
there even when you didn't have to be. the "Triple A's" will live on. Thirdly. I would
like to say farewell to two teachers who have watched me mature into the individual
I am today: Mr. Hofe and CSM Jones. Jared McQueer, I  love you; this past year
has been incredible. I am so thrilled to start our new journey together.
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FCKSService

I  iTotal Car Care
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#tM «i 2010Save money. Live better
FREE

UNDERGAR 9

iNSPECTION

®s\vvv'r::mMaintenance . ●  :''tJ

Vi»i: ji

● Oil Change
● Faetory SGliieduled
MaintenanGe

● Flush Servlees <it
● Belts ;& Hosefe
● Batteries & Mere

You’re in the ariver’s seat! CongitatuGations, Qkaduatesl Peak
PROMOTIONS o

Service options to fit your needs

»BASIC “Just fix it!” - economical choice
» PREFERRED “Make it like new.”- factory specs

● SUPREME “Only the best!” - extend and maximize performance

!  I

litary Spouse Owned Business q
"For the advertising that Remains to Be Seen"

● 1-2-3 Custom Product Program

● Custom Apparel
● Over 400,000 imprintable Items Available
● Sports, Company Picnics, Schools and Others Events

270-640-9132

Peakpromotions@beHsouth.net

IVII

nepaKr/9eFVice
● Exhaust
● Brakes
● Shocks/Sitruts
● GV Joints
● Emissloh Service

Clarksville 931 -645-6287
SEGS&e & CaMoC1880 Fort Campbell Boulevard

(% Mile north of 101st Airborne Highway)
1

%  ■■

Eagle Cuts
Specializing in making you look good...

at a fair price
We've been cutting men and boy's hair for

over 20 years!
Hot lather shaves, Flat Top, Military & Civilian

Mon. - Fri. SAM - 6PM Sat. SAM - 4PM

235 Tiny Town Rd Clarksville, TN 37042
-1-1 I ^ 'i-.

efx'Wj (931) 431 -5622

Eagle Plaza
Alteration and Dry
Cleaning Shop
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ip\ Shannon Grammel
g  I ̂ Class of 20to

^ U..

As an agent of Atlas Van Lines,
Thompson Moving & Storage has
served Fort Campbell/Hopkinsville, Ky
and Clarksville, TN area since 1952.

?

Our services include:

I

J● Free Estimates

● Superior Service
● Clean, Protected Storage
● Family Moving Experts
● Courteous, Experienced &
● Professional Personnel
● 7-7-7 Public Scales

(7am-7pm-7 days a week)

Our goal is to provide services which

A Proud Supporter of the
Fort Campbell Falcons!

exceed our customers'expectation.
We understand the need for excellent

service on all shipments. Contact
Thompson Moving and Storarge
today - you'll be glad you did.

A TMOIVIf^SON
MOX/tNG & STOFtAGE

Atlas
L416 Tiny Town Road ● Garksville, TN 37042

Office: 931-431-6659* Fax:931-431-6587
a$. DOIHa 125550 AdasVjn Lines. Inc

[MSe2009AWCULC. ktEfs:^Agen!WWW. thompsonmoving. com

■I-

4

After l3^aving three ioveiy girls,
.Vi/4got our wish - a boy!

Who’d hav^ thought there would be trouble
Afong with all of the Joy? ryou

won
Nickelodeon, you have been both

Our chatterbox and silent ond-.
Ever changing, ever daring,

Yet always full of fun.
Betsy, Andrew, Mom, Dad,

and Abby
We bet you will remember

When up in mid-air over ditches
thinking “What the heck am I doing?”

Usualiy^rneans broken bones or stitches.

May God bless you on your Journey,
vve are so proud who you are today.

In your future, keep in mind
We love you, all the way.

Dad, Mom, Tia, Megan, and Amanda
P.S. Get a haircut!

I  .
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Pig's Price Club.
Everyone's A Member!

Western Union services
located inside the store.
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Down Home, Down the Street
}

3441 Fort Campbell Blvd.
Oak Grove, KY
(931)431=3656
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Kelsey Marie,
We are so very proud of you! You have grown into a
beautiful, amazing, young woman! We know you will

have much success in college and in life.
Remember to stay true to yourseif and your beliefs, and

youMI achieve your dreams! We love you so much!
Love Always,

Dad, Mom, TJ, Seth and Kassidy

i

A
... ^ . Ms.Kelsey Marie,

It goes without saying that we are so very proud of you and your
accomplishments. We love you so very much and we all want
you to know that you have always managed to bring such joy
and Pr'd® our lives. We all wish you continued and much

success in the future! We are always "there" for you!
a  « r'rammo ivi dearly - always,
Papa, Gramma, Nam, Uncle Bud, Summer, Nina Becky, Uncle

oomer, Kyra and Tanner
N
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Paar Ki^rra
Wart^0 cm not begin ta express the joy in eur hearts to have had
the privilege of w/atching you grow from a girl into a young lady. You
have given us many opportunities to see you exoel and we take pride
in being your parents. We love you and we hope all of your dreams
oome true. Love, Mom and Pad
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hAornm^ Ladybug
e

OecDadc^'s Uttle Gi'rl .— 8C/^ o
r. my friend, Ycxj have grown up Into a

Words can't express beautiful young lady. I am so 0 (N i
proud that you have alw^the !ove 1 hold for you inside You Iobeen your own woman I knowhave grown to be a wonderful

<
CM QJILthat daddy has ard alw^ wIDlady that I am proud to caD my Mconb'nue to be protecUve over

daughter. 1 wiD always be here for
●you, to laugh, to tak, to argue to cchis Httle girl, but I do know that 1

have to let you m^e your own
ay, but miost of aO to love you. a\dedslons. whether good or bad.

tinContinue’to make me proud! I win always have your back. tb CO
fitay focused and you can do

arything you want In rrfe OLove hugs ^nd kisses - AAommy! Q. !
Remember frfe Is shortsoenjcy.

i|i5a every rrxxnent^lf^ school Is "X
over! Take chaf^ of your life
arid always^^ a leader not a

Tke B©(|s BK foHower. Ilc^eyou Lacyxig.
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A few things t^et
mearyi^^I. Life Is

you thrcxigh life: awithout God. so li
remerrto" to ke^hlm first In your Rfe U 'S ! ^

I'Uff \
3

u. u ©
D
!- ©

This win save from a lot of

heartache and paln^ Alwai^ make
time for famHy; life l^agu without

having people In It wholq||e you ■
uTKXXdltlonaIIy.3^t%anDump®b''|^ S

people who l0i/e life and fi^e the
most of ev^ opportLffn’ty. Ttie sky Is

● „ Even thcxjgh I didn't get to five
j ̂  in the ph^cal to see you. / am
●  looking down from heaven
● with joy and gladness in my

S -2 ILL.

g hh o‘ CU W S
Io\ heart knowing you have

Vown to be a beautiki young
\A^an. I wil! always love you.

Norma

V

We love you! \
Uhcfe Charlos, Kacy,

01^, and Mlchefle /

the
AuntT^

k ■) .



Supporting Ft. Campbell
Soldiers for over 20 years!
U.S. Cavalry makes it easy to gear up with

2 great locations filled with tons of practice (

tactical gear, clothing and accessories.

I =to fc.

Tactical StoreGate 4 Retail StoreB V
ra ea

16298 Ft. Campbell Blvd (Walmart Plaza)^ iS
o W

250 Segler DriveOak Grove, KY 42262
M O Phone:270.439.4945 Oak Grove, KY 42262

Phone:270.640.7061This location includes ATM,
Barbershop and Sewing.

O.S. emm ̂3

WINGS OF LIBERTY
MILITARY MUSEUM

On behalf of the Ft. Campbell Historical Foundation
we would like to Congratulate the Class of 2010!

airborne
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32 SCREAMINQ EAGLE BLVD * PO BOX 2133 * FT. CAMPBELL, KY 42223
931-431-2618 * WWW.FORTCAMPBELL.COM



We ^%had the joy of watching you
growte^ a young girl to a young
woman w lows with the spirit of

re truly blessed tothe Lord.

watch you co e to follow the Lord
w;



;  \

Ycxj havfi grown into such a wonderful ycxjng woman! 1 am so proud to caD you my granddaughterl 1 LOVE YOU! Grams

r

A-*

V  ̂

A/ly Pearest Katie»
I have alw^ been so proud of you sad have loved you dnce the day I gave birth to you You. my child, are worxJerfuL You
and I have been through a rough life, but now rt is looking up for us. You are a wonderful child Those who have left your IHe
have missed ouL I am so glad I got to see it afl as you have grown up. Grace is looking down on you and is so proud of you.

fry love Words carrot express how proud I am of you for accomplisHrg the most irr^ortant st^ of your life 1 have seen
you cry. hurt, laugh, and even dis^ipointed Become successful, don’t ever ̂ e up and if you fee! you win not, read tKs and
know that you can! Congratufafa’ons Katl^ you are Class of 2010!!!!!!! Love Mom

We are so very proud of the many
accowplishwents and achievements in
your life and we know that you Will be are siblings and you constantly m. Dearest Katie,

r Words cannot express how proud I am of you for accomplishing the most important step in your life. I may not
seen you grow from a iittle giri, but i have seen you through the pictures your mom has shown and I know that

■ you are being smiled upon from above. I have seen you cry, hurt, laugh, and disappointed. Just know that those are
all part of growing up and what may come your way will now be impossible to break you from achieving your
highest goal in life. Become successful, don’t ever give up, and if you feel you will not read this and know you can!
Dreams are dreams that come from our heart. They are what we wish for from the very start. Some don’t always
grow with a mom or dad, love and devotion is what they always have. Remember you are just beginning your path,
tlon’t give up and don’t ever slack. Yes it is hard, I have been there too, but you are smarter and know just what to
^0. So, remember to smile and that big grin 'cause I am proud of you...Graduate of 2010! Love You Always, Monica

-nave

successful in any endeavor you take on annoy we but we have too much fun
in the future. Always remember to fighting. Just remember that you

_  can't pick on short blondes at your
!  big college! I Love You!

Your Little Sis.

Have Fun! Learn much! ̂  Play Hard!
We Love You,
Pad and Mom

Jessica

phlllppl^Hs 4:13°l can do all things through Christ who strengthens iMei"
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To My Brother - To My Brother -Even though you get on It js really having
you around at home ^
L-and at sGhooU

going to rniss you!m

my nerves you are a great fort Campbell School
Z008-Z009

big brother!
Thanks for the laughs! To Our Son -

Love, Olivia
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?|^ldtyou’re like aiSitat^^
set apart from the start

f the world/this is your time
and shine/child you're

ipne of a kind. The Newsboys;
The Letter (One of a Kind)

We will ALW
0^

I love you DafsJ] our

TALLER but younger brother,
“u ■ Cameron0
0
(J5 Words could never express just how
Qj

J social you are. You have always made us
so proud, Dalsha. You are very

0 hine in

CD

u

m

>j;a>'Ov*4p'Vi
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Professional Nail Care
for Ladies and Gentlemen <>

Appoinanent or Walk-Ins Welcome652 North Riverside Drive
Clarksville, Tennessee 37040

(931) 647-0093/9615
Fax; (931) 552-6529

Monday - Saturday
9:00 am-7;00pm
Sunday 1:00-6:00piri

921 D Tiny Town Road
Clarlcsville, TN 37042

JOHN GILREATH ELKE GILREATH

vV

- - c ● - 7 IT
1^ I.-.y_/

laiiai. pmv IT fiGRin

$POANTHONY W. VINCENT
CW4, U.S. Army[Retired)

ii'
h

|r
>' .

Li ■m ir WE BUY. SELL, TRADE AND CONSIGN
USED AND NEW SPORTS EQUIPMENT3S6S Trenton Road, Suite C

Clarksville. TN 37040-6149
Z7i/s//7ess;(931] 906-7775

/77£7Me/[931] 801-7683
e^a/Z-tony@getsomecoffee.com

w/e/js/te; www.getsomecoffee.com

‘M
<

121 Terminal Road (931) 645-8033
Fax: (931) 645-9399Clarksville, TN 37040

piasrader@charterinternet.com

LOCAL CiCi’s
Sun-Thur: 11:am-10:00pm
Fir-Sat: 11:OOam-11:OOpm fI ●

§lnce the day you entered this world we have felt so m
irents. The years have gone by so quickly. We have wal
by girl to a beautiful young woman. You are everything

We are so proud of your achievements. Follow your c
irything you do, our love and support will be with you.

I

760 Campbell LN
Bowling Green KV 42101

phone 270-843-9299
76 Dover Crossing Rd
Clarbsuille TN 37042
phone 931-905-2424

1604 Madison $t
Clarksville TN 37043
phone 931-802-8961

Vf.

ik .

I..A r'

(opens at 10:30 AM) We love you so much and are very pi
-Mom and Dad

Mailing Address
P.O.Box 2218
Clarksville, TN 37042-2218 ■WE WIRE FLOWERS

OUT OF TOWN!"

/m®
@D[Fir ©K]®!?

[JtianiUi <{■

Ulan/ (kiI/u ●rinv ?/ir )' Unn<.’tf
Mon. - Fri. 8 am to 5 pm
Saturday - 8 am - Noon

Fax: (931) 552-6398

Arthur W. Jones arthurjones 12@belIsouth.net
1324 Ft. Campbell Blvd.
PH: (931)552-5444

«’/!● '●
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are, we alilcr kU

caniniot wail to see the g II

whole orftnge is ilyi thiifig^ howeveri oratige and blue is War Eagle. Mommy
J

youir lie. We are so
iii^

"I ! w-iiriG

always remeitiiber we are here for yoy. We wil always be proud ofme I had done a
you ihd you will ilways b© ©uir lllle girl.I\i

Lm%i
Miomma^Morriirna, Qiranglaglglyi >^yiht Sysie, ancil AyifDl Oehely Mornrny and Daddyi|
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In a world full of hardship and turmoil, you have always strived to do the right thing by your family. Your
can-do attrtude, dedication to those you care about, and relentless drive and motivation will always carry
you through future hardships. Your academic, athletic, and civic accomplishments have brought your
Mother and I endless joy and pride. More importantly, your commitment to our family during times of
deployment, demonstrates the maturity and dependability that many have come to find as part of the core

V r

"V ,
■Vf>S I.

\a r \:foundation of /
D t,

your character.
4

We love you r-
li i]very much andc 1

will always be Ikt \
r.here for you. '?r'rRegardless of i '1IV

the path you ●ST-
ychoose, we will

support you. 1/

k-
t

Your example
and the legacy >

i

you leave to 4 .  .»VI

your younger
sisters is second Brother, '4/^

- I have always made it my sole mission to make you laugh everyday. Ever since we were ■*'
:; kids, there hasn’t been one day that you and I have not made each other laugh. Even .

though most of the time we end up being complete opposites of each other, despite
sharing DIVA, we found common ground in the corner'the poetry corner. If there’s

anything I can ever do for you, you know that you can count on me. Always remember to
find something to laugh about everyday, and if you find it difficult, just come and see me
and I’ll prescribe you a large dose of jokes! Let me know when you want to finally win at

something, I’ll cut you some slack.
Love, Jesus

5V

r  -'1to none. We love
you and could Mjnot be more
proud of the Tmman you have :'s

,rcome to be. f
I'tiJ:

Love, Dad
V

I j f
;  t i

[, Victor,
i Witli you I have learned how easy it is to love, care, and give a whole heart to another. 1

I  know you have to grow up, yet 1 wish I could forever hold yon close to me and protect
you from the world. Always know your father and I will be here for you no matter what
comes your way. You are now all grown up, but always know that when you were little 1 s- ^
carried you in my arms. From now' until eternity  I will carry you in my heart. Remember,

to always keep your confidence. It will allow you to take risks and not be afraid of
failure. Always keep your sensitivity, it will help you to understand and do something

. about injustices in the world. As you continue to grow in your onn unique wonderfiil
way, always remember that I am more proud of you than ever before and I love you. ,

You have been a book of teaching in my life, you have changed me as a human being and'
helped make me a better daughter but most of all  a better mother. Most of who 1 am' ^

today, you have helped me become since you have been my stren^h. When I have needed
. someo;ne, you always have words of support. You are like the best friend anyone can

r have. I;want you to know that you have high intellectual abilities and are capable of «,
' eycrytlihi^ you set your mind to,. Although you cannot move your legs, you have np ̂ *.>S^^.

limitations and you have learned to break down apy barrier with your strength.!
I love you, Alami \

1

\
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Association of the United States Army

1^ A
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AUSA is a private. A

non-profit educational u ●4.L

V I●  \
organization that I

supports r'
ii .’¥ ;
* *1 dAmerica’s Army iI ^ ● 0/

Active, National Guard, << V ly
> ■*. .3,  i

■

kit/.
f

1

Reserve, DA Civilians,
f ●’^1. yf si

, A ^‘ C$'
■  'I

Retirees and family \}.ij.f.'i ●<
.1 '●members. wS.-

r W'X. ,ym-Cm.

■.J 4 '^A

E5>)pi

|0
-h .●i

:(■Voice for the Army
Support for the Soldier

\I
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It seems like just yesterday that you were my little girl. Now
you are an amazing young woman heading off to college.

Congratulations -1 am so proud of you.
KCMO - you are my SHERO!!

With all my love, Momma

V r.●^V1"i \^ a I t'n ii 1LJ . 1i ' IF TiV

> ^
li.

www.ausa.org or contact local office at 931-431-3875

.. ●> ■
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Karr Blackman Orthodontics
1820 Haynes St. Clarksville 931 -647-6370
1281 Parway PI 931-552-1339
www.drskarrandblackman.com

Where DESIGNER SMILES are createdII

T^y*-^sWyy\cky\ Vecii* ̂

Wi+W jA.|I Oni*- L-ove^

a.y\id AAom

i|
We. cii*e so pk^oud

of you t>o+U Iff

1
A

trust in and be confident in the Lord with all your heart and mind and do not rely on your own insight or understanding, In
Lean on, tr recognize, and acknowledge Him, and He will direct and make straight and plains your paths." (Proverbs 3:5-6)all your ways V ,y^.,.

4 ■jirj-. ,
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You are such ng person, you V.l,
^r^ne laugh and srg^
ave done you h ....ja

always ma You are a great son and we love you just the way you are.ys .
^  ,_x.

:eEveryth! Remember James 4:8 as you come closer to &od, He willR! m-^^fwords can nqi ;  OT6exce move closer to you. Keep the faith because It Is the\ t!are of you Bj substance of things hoped for and the evidence of thingsluate yet. Ir (4lU are old enj mM KETBALL not seen. Although your future is unseen your hope in the4
iiis just like ou were>ruGR STARS....

lord will provide you the evidence and the energy to press
on toward your destiny, l^on’t ever forget to glorify frod forvboy bodts^ttS

5B^ore, even youSIpjiSiw
@.ui iaround I

I
all that you do for that is your purpose and He has created
us to worship Him. Always be strong in the lord. Never be

afraid, for &od is with you. We love you!
I7ad and Mom

Congratulations RJ.!
know you are excited about the next step in your life, college. As you always say, if s time to move on to bigger and better things,

but always stay humble. We will miss you around the house, love, your sisters.
ShaNonte and ShaRynah

At Pioneer Services, we've been serving the military community for more than 20 years, We offer personal loans to help
with financial emergencies, debt consolidation, deployment expenses, and much more, Our no-hassle loansfor active-duty
and retired military offer competitive fixed rates and affordable payments. We also provide financial education and a free
with your credit report review from our Certified Credit Report Reviewers.

To apply, simply visit Piioineerfl/SilSilaryLoaiiis.com, or visit our office at 3291 Fort Campbell Blvd,

PIONEER I4 Piomee[Tl\/!BliitairyLoains.coiniii i
3291 FortCampbellBlvd, I 931.431,9991 :

A Dhfisiomi of
©2009. All toon opplicalionssubiect to our crodil policies. No official U.S.militorvondorsomenl is implied. MidCountryBankis a member r-D!C. 10-LPO-029



hiee^s Salon
Tim Garofalo d

Hair Dresser/Manager
17 years experience

■->0 specializing in Color-Foil Highlighting-Haircutting

931-645-5042r>
2162 Fort Campbell Blvd

Clarksville TN 37042

You Deserve The BestI
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2010, Whoop Whoop! This is only the beginning and you
have so much ahead of you. Go do it! We are all so proud

of you. We love you, Tyler!
Love Mom, Dad, Grandma, Grandpa, Chris, Thomas, Tim,

David, Justina, Stitch, and Taylor

*
r --- *

u:f’T »

Congratulations FEA Seniors'■ ry.
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MICAH WIlllAIIB
   Suite 3.1!larksuill^1li 3

Ph 931.802.8913 Cell 270.836.6^^com

Katie Aleman. Kirsten●*M
■1*. Amorlne. Antonio Andrews.,4.'‘ ■

Porshia Austin. Oalsbai
Braswell. Lockard Casslty.
Olivia Cook, Nick Nastrlan.

Casey Noffltt. Trallsa Noblln.
Amber Spade. Meghan Streble.

«
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and Allle Ycrkes-Klatt
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Christie, Trevor 73
Christopher, Kenya 160
Chung, Radee 57,105
Clark, Brittney 73
Clark, Jerome 36, 53,115
Clayton, Michael 160
Clements, Kyle 57,138,139,163
Cobb, Anna-Nicole 53, 73,116
Cochrane, Alyssa 73
Cole, Patrick 57

Cole, Shelton 6, 36,103,123,141
Collier, John 160
Collins, Kaieb 66,121,127,138
Combs, Alexander (Alex) 27, 36, 49, 75, 96, 97,120,
121,136,137
Combs, Andrew 20, 47, 73,150, 223
Cook, Jorge 66,146,160

Cook, Olivia 11,14,15, 16, 24, 26, 34, 36, 44, 47, 52,
55, 88,107,116, 117,198
Corwin, Deirdre 27, 73, 75, 91, 120, 136,164,172
Cowan, Dorenzo 73, 172
Cowan, Jason 8, 24, 66,154,155
Crandell, Josiah 64, 66, 67, 100,109,138, 156, 157
Crank, Chanelle 19, 32, 36, 42, 52,114,141
Crank, Darien 19, 22, 23, 31,36, 52,138,141,146,
147,158,163
Crawford, Alexander 66

Crawford, Paige 11,24, 66, 90,101,122,130,131,

Timothy Ja
1 read of a man wh~6 st<Mcf to speak‘dS

At the funeral of a frjend^ Jj|j|
He referred to the dates qh h^r tombstoi^

From the beginning to the endlBiill
He noted that first came her date of h^bimi

And spoke the foiloviring d^ with tearej**!
But he said what mattered most of all'

Was the dash between those years.

For that dash represents all the time
That she spent alive on earth.

And now only those who loved her
Know what that little line is worth.

4

Blair, Johnathon 57

mssm Boatner, Casey 73, 93, 95, 138,162
Boatner, Kendal 73, 86, 87,109,138
Bodiford, Joseph 35, 89, 120
Bolduc, Haley 7, 15, 73, 130,131, 148,149,152
Bontrager, Sacha 73
Borden, Ashley 73, 74, 129, 149
Boren, Joshua 73,111
Borja, Miguel (Chachi) 23, 65, 67,113,128,129
140, 154
Borja, Victoria 57, 127
Borowiec, Jonathan 18, 35, 43, 89,100, 102
Borowiec, Joshua (Josh) 18, 65
Boschulte, Miguel 7,17, 18, 35, 51,93, 98,101,162
Boschuite, Shaune 2, 18, 24, 33, 65, 68,71, 154
Bouchard, Bryanna 63, 65, 66, 97
Bowers, Megan 93,108
Bowers, Sarah 18, 20, 65, 95, 106
Boykin, Craig 65, 105, 114
Bradley, Victor 35, 42, 45, 93, 98, 107
Brassfield, Zachary (Ryan) 27, 65
Braswell, Daisha 8, 9, 14, 23, 25, 34, 35, 45, 51, 53,
93, 98, 144, 145, 156, 199
Brayhaas Erwin, Anthony 19, 58, 73
Brayhaas Erwin, Jessica 3,11,19, 21,57, 63,108,

135

Acevedo-Torres, Yarlma 64, 65
Acosta, Gabriel (Gabe) 73, 74, 122, 141
Acosta, Shannon 14, 21, 25, 72, 73, 78. 144, 145
Aganon, Amber 24, 65, 71
Aguon, D'araAnn 65, 68, 104
Ah Sam, Paulo (P-J.) 33, 65, 68, 138
Aleman, Kaitlyn (Katie) 35, 43, 53, 71, 110, 193
Alfeld, Alexandra (Allie) 22, 25, 32, 33, 73, 77, 79,
132, 133, 152, 153
Allen, Christopher (Chris) 8, 9, 10, 16, 21, 23, 35,
44, 53, 54, 95, 138, 139, 213
Allen, Danasia 64, 65, 80, 105
Ammerman, Jenna 40, 65, 152, 153, 160
Amorine, Kirsten 8, 15, 30, 35, 45, 46, 121, 128,

142, 143, 148, 149, 159
Anderson, Ayesha 65, 121
Anderson, Kathren 10, 32, 73, 172
Andrews. Anthony 73
Andrews, Antonio 23, 33, 35, 44, 51, 53, 54, 98,

114, 138, 139, 140, 146, 155, 164
Andujo, Caleb 73, 98
Anthony, Justean 155, 160, 161
Aponte Anderson, Andrlssa 19, 65, 121, 152
Aponte Anderson, Deanna 8, 19, 35, 51, 52, 116,
148, 149, 152, 153
Archuleta, Darian 73
Arnold, Connor 27, 35, 57

.  - Atkins, Christian 73, 161
Austin, Porshia 1, 8, 9, 14, 20, 25, 35, 45, 51, 53,

^  114,144,145,217
'  Aviles, Stephanie 24, 35, 52, 145, 165

gaiijFor it matters not how much we own;
The cars, the house, the cash.

What matters Is how we live and love

And how we spend our dash.

K37!2DQI0(23!BaEl3EHD^ ,

So think about this long and hard.
Are there things you’d like to change?

For you never know how much time is left.
That can still be rearranged.

If we could just slow down enough
To consider what's true and real

And always try to understand
The way other people feel.
And be less quick to anger,
And show appreciation more

And love the people in our lives
Like we’ve never loved before.

If we treat each other with respect,
And more often wear a smile

Remembering that this special dash
Might only last a little while.
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Belgian Prime Minister
Herman Van Rompuy is
elected the first president of
the European Council (EU)

Yves Hermany/Reuterilanoov under the Treaty of Lisbon.

Mario Tama/Getty Images News

cThe H1N1 virus

appears to affect
teens more than

typical flu viruses.
Hand sanitizer is a

commonplace sight
in classrooms and

other public spaces.

In efforts to make General Motors

more economically viable, the
company discontinues the Saturn
brand and announces plans to
phase out its Pontiac di\flsion.

Unemployment rate in 2000; 4% U.S. population in 2000: 281 million Facebook users 2000: 0

2009: 305 million2009: 10% 2009: 350 million

llsgov UwaUanK tom dj loncoui'svjivti.com. consumerafIairs.com CCnSL’S govboxolficeinoio com, nntooniirie.orci



Sent St

The Armed Forces ,., ,
Network broadcasts T.

five NBA games
to U.S. troops on
Christmas Day.
The NBA gives
the AFN broadcast

rights for free.

oConsumers have
more alternative

fuel options as the
number of biodiesel
stations continues

to grow across the
Teens are setting an example for their parents, with 56 percentUnited States.
of teens volunteering to support a charitable cause.

I
T 1

diesel

THE
FUEL THAT

UP

2. Carry a reusable tote bag when you go shopping.

3. Bike or walk instead of driving.
*1 Get a reusable metal water bottle.

During October, Breast Cancer Awareness
5. Unplug and shut down electronic devices when not in use.Month, pink products are everywhere: from

B. Buy music online instead of purchasing CDs.printers to power tools, snowboards to golf
balls, blow dryers to water bottles. 7 Use rechargeable batteries instead of disposables.0 2 0 V

8 Replace standard light bulbs with compact fluorescent bulbs.

9 In winter, turn down the heat and wear more layers.

«o In summer, set your air conditioner thermostat to 72" or higher.



/

At the 12th lAAF World

Championships in Berlin.
Jamaican sprinter and three-time
Olympic gold medalist Usain Bolt
beats his own 100-meter and
200-meter world records.

c
Shaun White leads a
talented roster for

the 2010 Olympic
^ Snowboarding Team

*  that also includes fellow

gold medalists Kelly
Clark, Hannah Teter
and Seth Wescott.

GAMES/EVENTS OF THE DECADE

2008 Wimbledon final: 2008 Olympics:
Rafael Nadal vs. Roger Federer 100-meter men’s butterfly, Michael Phelps

Super Bovi/I XLill: 2009 Big East tournament;
Steelers 27, Cardinals 23 Syracuse 127, UConn 117 (6 OT)

World Series 2001, Game 7: Super Bowl XLII:
Diamondbacks 3, Yankees 2 Giants 17, Patriots 14

2007 Fiesta Bowl: 2002 NBA West finals, Game 7:
Boise State 43, Oklahoma 42 Lakers 112, Kings 106 (OT)

2006 Rose Bowl: 2005 UEFA Champions League final:
Texas 41. use 38 Liverpool beats AC Milan
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^ E Taylor Swift has an

amazing year with
four CMA Awards
and the Grammy
for Best Album of
the Year.
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female artist at the
Grammys with six
awards, including
Song of the Year and
Best Female Pop
Vocal Performance.
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^ of the Glee soundtrack features
17 songs from the hit Fox show
about a struggling high school
glee club.
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L-^ f-'.ff r E Fearless, Taylor Swift

/ Dreamed a Dream, Susan Boyle
Number Ones, Michael Jackson
The Fame, Lady GaGa
My Christmas, Andrea Bocelli

C Hannah Montana: The Movie Soundtrack,
Hannah Montana

T The E.N.D., Black Eyed Peas
il Relapse, Eminem

The Blueprints, Jay-Z
Only By the Night, Kings of Leon
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SH Sesame Street, the legendary PBS
HH (^Idien's show, celebrates 40 years

of ABCs and 123s with the likes of

Cookie Monster, Oscar the Grouch

and Big Bird.
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i
CPaOTKXinvcouitesy Everett CoOection

Paul Wnkwatef/CNBC/owrtesfcEfeett Collection
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In just 41 days
James Cameron’s
/ti'a/ar overtakes
Titanic to become
the highest-grossing
movie ever worldwide
at SI .859 billion.1UMol(4>A

Photo&^idov
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After two

sold-out shows, 1 million
weeks of limited

moviegoers submit online in the biggest midnight
requests that cause the nationwide earnings of all time,
release of Paranormal Activity. grossing $22.2 million

at the box office.

Are you ‘Team Jacob
or ‘Team Edward"?
Twihards" around the
world swoon over the

supernatural love
triangle in The Twilight
Saga: New Moon.

TOP 10 BOX OFFICE HIT MOVIES

2009
1. How the Grinch Stole Christmas 1. Avatar

2. Transfonners: Revenge of the Fallen2. Cast Away

3. Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince3. Mission: Impossible II

4. The Twilight Saga: New Moon4. Gladiator

5. What Women Want 5. Up
6. The Perfect Storm 6. The Hangover
7. Meet the Parents 7. Star Trek

8. X-Men 8. The Blind Side

9. Scary Movie 9. Alvin and the Chipmunks: The Squeakquel
10. What Lies Beneath 10. Monsters Vs. Aliens

BoxotnccRio^xoin
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